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The First Estimate Was His Election to Presidency All Previous Records Broken Assaulted a Carpenter Who Overcome With Fatal Illness
Says Governor Mills, at Same Tripoli Not Yet Bombarded,
Boats
-,
Had Remained at Work
Two
but
While Walking on Streets
,: i. Too High, But Horror
Yesterday Was Almost
Torpedo
by an Excess of , 200,-- .
Time Praising San Mig'
Is
Great
Sunkand Injured Him . .
Unanimous
.
Are
of New York
000 Bales
uel's Choice
-

MILLER BACK FROM CHICAGO GER

Roosevelt County 1911 Assess-menShows Approximate
Loss of $69,188.

t

Ms

was back
Governor William J.
at his desk-thl- s
morning after attendat Lu3
ing tho Republican coavencion
many
received
The
"VVgiis.
governor
callers. To the representative ol the
Santa Fe New Mexican he said: "I
think the ticket named by the Republicans in convention at Las Vegas Is
a good one. Yes, good from top to
bottom. Of course, as a San Miguel
county man, I naturally favored a San
Miguel candidate for governor, especially when that man was Secundino
Romero, whom I have known so long
and so favorably; a man who for
twelve years was clerk of my court
when I was on the bench. I think Mr.
Romero would have made an excellent
governor Just as he will make a splendid secretary of state. I am confident
that the entire ticket, as named, will
JSieet with the approval of the majority." The governor was pleased at
tha wot hla home citv. Las WVezas.
tn many ways,
which is so

and

visi-

entertained the delegates
tors. For the Treasury.
"
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: Cleofes Romero, super
intendent of the penitentiary, convicts'
earnings, $326.60; Charles P. Downs,
clerk of the sixth
strict, elerk's
fees, $552.95; Jacobo Chaves, insur
ance commissioner, $175; Game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable,
$14.25.
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night, according to refugees arriving
in Malta this morning. This appears
to confirm the report from It 7 that
the bombardment was delayed pend.

ing peace proposals.
f On, the other hand, a dispatch from
Constantinople says Feti Pasha, former Turkish minister to Servia, has
been named commander of the troops
mobilizing to defend the coast of the

semi-offici-

-

'

j

Wife to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased
New York, -- 'Oct. 2. Unexpectedly
large offerings of stocks checked, a

rise which made considerable progress
early today. Continuation of the gold
export movement which began last
week was of unfavorable sentimental
'
effect
War news from abroad was unheeded and the Harriman stocks were
not affected by the strike on those
roads. The pressure against the market was not relieved, in the second
hour and prices sagged stqidlly. United States Steel, St. Paul, Reading,
Southern Pacific, Amalgamated Copper and Atchison sold 2 to 4 below
last week's close and other active issues smaller fractions.
The large falling off in the September exports of copper had an unfavorable Influence on the, copper group.
Bond transactions
contracted to
moderate proportions and the prices
were firm.
New York, Oct 2. The list moved
within the narrowest -- limits during
the noon hour with prices about the
low level. The close was steady, quoto Saturday's clostations recovering
'
3--

1--

Europe is greatly relieved at the
receipt of news that Turkey has as
sured Greece that she has no intention
of attacking her as had been rumored.
The success of the Italian blockade
of the Tripoli coast from Tunis .to
Egypt and her scouring of the seas
is 'shown in the arrival of two captured Turkish transports at Taranto
and Brlndisi respectively.
The report ot the capture ot Turk- ith torpedo boats come from several
.

sources.

.
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-
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War Will End Soon.
The dispatches abouthe sinking of
gunboats probably allJ refer to those
engaged off Prevesa.
The Impression prevails that the
hostilities will be of brief duration. It
lc believed that Turkey, Anting her-celt unable to dispatch troops to
Tripoli, will accept the mediation of
Germany.
WILLIAM eULiER HERE;
WILL SPEAK TONIGHT.
Noted Now York Congressman la Welcomed By Both Democrats snd
Republicans.
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ical cotton ginning reports Issued
day

.

To-nigh-

1908.:

Sea Island cotton ginned was 11,512
bales compared with 7,004 bales in
1910; 13,832 bales in 1909 and 11,457
biles in ,1908.
' The corrected statistics of the quan
tity of cotton ginned this season prior
to September 1, are 771,297 bales.

.

one-thir-

Cotton- - Crop Report.

n

depots

!

.

10 a. m. by E. Dana Durand,
.

ed

-

at

to-

director of the census, shows the
number of bales of cotton ginned from
the grofth" of 1911 prior to 'September 25. The report, giving amounts
ir..; running bales, counting round as
half bales, with comparative statistics
to the corresponding date for the past
three years and the percentage of the
total crops of those years ginned to
September 25, follows:
United States 3,663,066 bales, compared with 2,312,074 bales in 1910
when 20 per cent of the crop was
ginned to September 25; 2,568,150
bales in 1909 when 25.5 per cent was
ginned, and 2,590,639 bales, in 1908,
when 19.8 per cent was ginned. Round
bales Included this year were 27,948,
compared with 38,026 bales In 1910,
In
48,070 .in 1909 and 57,107 bales

To-morro-

i

,

Department of Agriculture October
cottott reports show the condition of
the growing crop on September 25 to
have been 71.1 per cent ot a normal
:
Condition by states follows:
Virginia 87r Georgia 79;' . "Florida
75 r Mississippi 62; Texas 71; Tennessee 77; Oklahoma 60; North Carolina
77; South Carolina 73; Alabama 73;
Louisiana 66; Arkansas 70; Missouri
80; California 100.
LIBERAL WORLD SHIPMENTS
MAKE PRICES EASY.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Oct. 2. Liberal world
shipments had a tendency to make
prices easy today In the market for
wheat. The opening was
lower to a shade up. December starta sixteenth oft
ed at 98 8 to 98
to a like amount higher, and declined
c,

to

97

Corn showed
of the favorable
to
opened
3--

1--4

firmness on account
weather. December
to
higher at 64
4

and rose to 64
Oats displayed sympathy with corn.
to
December started
Up
to 48c and reacted t)
at 47
64

8

4

:;.'
Absence of deliveries made provisions strong. - First sales were 5 to
10c higher with January at 14.95 for
for
pork; 8.90 for lard; and 797
ribs.
47
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sanderson; Texas, Oct. 2 Six prominent Mexicans of this place were
p6isoned yesterday on the old Campbell ranch; twenty-fivmiles northwest of here.
They had gone out to take charge
of the outfit of Juan Moreno, who was
found dead in his camp in that sec.
tion.
.
It is presumed he was poisoned with
strychnin placed in his flour, but on
account of the condition of his body
when found, It was not determined
what had' killed him.

Five for Governor.

v

t

This afternoon as the delegates are
shaking hands and smoking cigars and
preparing for the great event of tomorrow, there is talk of but one office
and that is governor. There are four
or five candidates mentioned. One of
the most prominent is W, C. McDonald of Carrizozo, who is a successful
rancher and who, his friends say,
could be a 'successful governor, Mr.
McDonald has stated for publication
that he does not wish the nomination
and that he would not like to be gov
ernor. Then there is H. B, Fergusson,
The dead men were all prominent former delegate in Congress and Demleader from Albuquerque. He
citisens of this place, several being ocratic
is considered a brilliant orator and
Masons, and one a Baptist preacher. well
equipped for after dinner speak
Pour died last night and two this
lng, which falls to governors of States,
were
Teodoro
morning. Thay
Moreno, old and new.
Pedro Maes, Msteo Huelea, Pangho
O. N. Marron the talented attorney
Moreno, Ftorlen Guerra, and Ignaclo vof
Albuquerque, is also talked of for
Bravo. . AnoC,cr man who accompagovernor. So Is John W. Poe ot Rosnied the partjr Manuel Buatamante, well, and
N. B. Laughlia
of
refused to aai any of the food pre- Santa Fe. Judge
is hinted by some, how- It
d man's house and
pared at that
is ihe only onjwrvlving.
Continued on Pag roar: ,
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the scene as another attack on the
was being made. He escaped
with slight injuries.
The union pickets fled.
Strike Breakers.
were
About 100 strikebreakers
smuggled into the big car shops at
Burnside under cover of darkness, according to Illinois Central officials.
They also declare that 100 strikers
have returned to work since Saturday.
The statement was made that 800
of the 3,000 shopmen employed
at
Burnside are at work today and that
this number Is being augmented hour
ly. This statement wes made by Special Agent Welch of the railroad, who
i3 assisting the police in protecting
the property of the company.
A score or more of pickets were on
duty early today. They worked industriously, but with varying success.
The union labor leaders today declared that no strikebreakers had
been sent to the shops and that none
of their men had returned.
The gathering of former employes
dispersed when the hour for beginning
work had passed. The men declared
that fewer than 300 men were at
work, many of these former employes,
old, and Infirm, and nearing the pension mark, who had been given permission by the unions to remain at
man

.

work.
Dead Line Established.
result - of -- the attack. - on
Thomas, a dead line was established
at the Belt Line tracks, which almost
encircle the works at the distance of
a city block. This line was guarded
by city policemen.
Charges that a squad of nearly a
hundred city policemen were on guard
within the stockade, prepared to remain there, were made by strikers.
This was denied at police headquarAs.,

ters.

.

,
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Joachim's
church, warned the strikers against
violence and advised them to seek
mediation..
Only Part of Men Strike.
San Francisco, Oct. 2. There were
few men visible today about the shops
of the Southern Pacific company with
all the striking employes remaining
away. There was no delay In the train
service, and no disorder.
At Oakland strike breakers were
said to have entered the stockade despite union pickets.
At Santa Barbara, a commissary department capahle of caring for 200
men, was established. .:
At Portland, Oregon, where the
shops were closed on Saturday, shop
employes appeared for work.
At the general offices of the company, officials reiterated the statement
that only forty per cent of the men
.
went out.
St.

.

..
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TROUBLE

Have Captured the Town of
Sasabe Near the Arizona
Border ,
FEOERJtLS LEAVE

'"V.

AGUA

PRIETA

;

Are Being
Cattle -- Round-Ups
' Scattered by Rowing Bands
'
',
of Rebels.
,'t
--

74

Clean Sweep.
.' '
"Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 2. "It is a
clean sweep," said M. F. Ryan, presi
dent of the Brotherhood of Railway

Carmen, when asked today to what
extent the members of his union had
responded to the strike order. "All the
.
men are out," he said.. ;
j
Injunction Against Strikers. ,
Jackson, Miss., Oct. 2. A temporary injunction, sweeping in its provisions, and applying to the entire
state of Mississippi, was issued here
today by Federal Judge Niles against
all the members of all the unions on
strike on the Illinois Central railroad
system.
Only Few Out at Laramie.
Laramie, Wo., Oct. 2. Of the fifteen
employes -- of the Union Pacific who
went On strike here Saturday, two
carmen and one other returned to
work this morning. One hundred and
fifteen men are now at work in the
several departments.
The shops this morning began work
ing nine hours a day and six days a
week.
.

.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Tucson, Ariz., Oct, 2. Sasabe, Mexico, near the border, has been- captured by Magonistas, according to a
letter received here today by Colonel
W: S. Sturges, a ranch owner.
Sturges says that cattle roundups
have been scattered by the rebels,
who are committing other depreda8ANTA FE COUNTY ELECTS
tions.
,
, . DEMOCRATIC DELEGATES.
.Mexican federals from Agua Prleta
were dispatched against the lnsurrec-te- s
8ends 26 to 8tate Convention, Each
today.
Having Half Vote Resolutions
Adopted.
Time Extended
Bids

for

Judge

MeFle this morning signed an order
extending the time for receiving bids
for the purchase of the property of the
estate of Eugene A. Fiske, deceased,
to Thursday, October 12th, 1911, certain prospective bidders appearing and
stating that they would not have time
to make and file their, bids by today,
the time originally set for passing upon such offers.

.r.. 4-

The Santa Fe county Democratic
convention was held at he court
house this morning for the purpose of
naming delegates to the 'Democratic
state convention which meets at the
The : convention
cppltol tomorrow.
was opened at 10 o'clock by Chairman
Arthur Seligman and the call was read
(Continued

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Oct. 2. Admiral Schley
dropped dead here.
Dropped Dead on Street.
New York, Oct. 2. Rear Admiral
Winfield Scott Schley dropped dead
today near the corner of Forty-fourtStreet and Fifth Avenue while on his
way down town. The admiral died be
fore medical aid could reach him.
Admiral Schley had been out of
town over Sunday, and on his return
had gone to the New York Yacht Club
h

West
Street.
After a short stay at the club, Ad- miral Schley started to walk along
Street toward Fifth Avenue when he was taken suddenly ill.
His Career.
.
Winfield Scott Schley, the Ameri-- "
can naval officer and one of the
heroes of the Spanish-Americawar,
was born in Frederick, Md., In 1889.
He was graduated at the naval acad-emy in 1830, and saw his first service
on the Niagara in Asiatic waters. In
July 1862 ho became lieutenant. He
landed men on the coast of San Salvador in- 1865 to protect American interests there. He was later assigned
to the Asiatic squadron and showed'
great bravery in the attack on the
Korean forces which had captured an
in

cm

ae Four.)

Forty-Fourt-

Forty-Fourt-

h

,

h

n

American ship.
Schley was appointed professor of
modern languages at the Naval Academy in 1872, became commander in
1874 and saw service In European, Asiatic and South American waters,
Finds Greeley,-...- .
In 1884 he volunteered for the relief of the polar expedition under A.
W. Greeley and after a hard struggle
with the elements, succeeded in rescuing Greeley and six of his men at
Cape Sabine.
From 1885 to 1899 he was chief of
the bureau of recruiting and equipment and made a good record.
In
1888 he became captain and while in
command ot the Baltimore in the har
bor tit Valparaiso in 1S91 distinguish
ed himself In the "delicate situation
which arose when American sailors
were stoned and mobbed.
He was made commodore in 1898
and soon after was appointed in com
mand of the flying squadron which
went in search of the Spanish fleet,
war having been declared between
Spain and the United States.
Commodore Schley on the Brooklyn
headed oft the Spanish Admiral Cer- i

vera-

(

Rev. M. Woulf, at
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Washington, D. C, Oct. 2. The second of the census bureau's ten period-

DEMOCRATS COME

proceedings.

Representative William Suiter, former speaker of the New York legislature 'as Democratic candidate for
govsrnw jfTNew York, In 1896 and
J
.
,
ing.
MS
"tlved in tfea city today and
will pitfc.Jrt the capitol at 8:15 this
XXXXXXXXX'-evOag. g . ' '
CONCERT AND
; This morning lir. Sulser was enterMASS MEETING.
tained by JBT. Bayard Cutting, a lifelong friend, and' win dine with the
This evening from .1 to "8
Cutusss
tonight at the home of BronX o'clock, there will he a complisou M. Cutting on Buena Vista Lotna.
concert
in
the'
Plata
X mentary
This afternoon Mr. Sulser met many
At 8:16 p. m., ; jd of Kha" Dvinocratic and
St to the visitors.
Reputfnean
in the Hall of Representatives, X leaders at the Palace hotel- - ;
,
X Congressman Wttlliam dulses-of unusual
'Jr, fiulser Is an orator who
ft of New York, will address a
aiV-- i' aad. his - Mends
have
X
every
mass meeting to which
heart , him speak declare that Mrad-,
s
3C,
invited.
m
one is
Wnim,., i. ii
.
ii,
.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Oct. 2. Violence broKe
out today among the striking em
ployes of the Illinois Central Railroad
shops at Burnside which resulted in
a riot call being sent to the Kensing
ton police station.
John Thomas, a carpenter who declined to walk out with the other men,
1904. ;"
was assaulted by four union pickets.
A This was indicated by the final conHe was struck on the head with a
dition report of the department of brick and immediately was surroundagriculture issued today at noon which ed by a crowd of nearly a hundred
showed the crop to be 71.1 per cent strikers.
;
of a normal on September 25.
Thomas was rescued by a patrol
Cotton Ginned.
wagon full of police who arrived on

leased Wire to New Mexican )
Washington, D. C, Oct. 2. The cotton crop of the growing season of
1911 which early in the year gave indications that it would be one of the
largest in the history of the industry,
will be approximately 13,868,337
bales. of 500 pounds or about 200,000
bales more than the record year of
( Bv Special

'

Ex-pect-

nun

ESTABLISHED WAS THE HERO

To-da-

TRAM

Adriatic.
. A dispatch from the Island of Corfu
off the Albanian coast says two Turkish torpedo, boats were sunk and a
third captured off Gumenitza by the
Italian patrolling fleet.
Tripoli Occupied.
A
statement from Athens says Greece has been notified by
Constantinople that the Turkish military movements on the frontier are
not directed, against Greece.
It is reported from Malta that a
British cruiser received a wireless dispatch saying that Tripoli had been occupied by the Italians.
Conflicting Reports. Y
London, Oct. 2. The strict Italian
censorship is keeping the world in the
dark to regard to the progress of
events In the Mediterranean; From
Italy, itself, Tripoli, Turkey, and the
seas where the Italian navy is operafr
ing, conflicting reports continue to

-

-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico City, Mex., Oot.'2. The re
turns from yesterday's elections com
ing in slowly, indicate that "General
Madero has received a practically
unanimous vote for the! presidency.
Few of General Reyes partisans
voted because of their .leader's withdrawal, and Madero was the only revictims, including maining candidate who had been regtwo-aCostello, had been placed in a
i
ularly nominated.
temporary morgue at Odd Fellows
No vice presidential candidate seenv
hall, one of the few buildings stand- ingly had a
sweeping majority. The
ing in the ruined district.
belief is strengthened that no candi
The identified dead are twelve.
date will be able to show a clean maPlans for the funerals were being
This would throw the elec
death
If
the
made today.
list aggre- jority.
tion into congress.
'
numgates anything like the enormous
ber some have estimated, the health
deofficials; realize that conditions
manding prompt attention will arise
within a few days in the ruins. ..The
most careful and well informed investigators, however, are: unprepared
BY EVERY
to learn that more than two hundred
have perished.
,
Dreary and Appalling.
There is, indeed, a possibility that Five Hundred Delegates
150 will be the total.
There is little
for Opening of Conhope that any of the bodies remaining
in the wreckage will be found intact
vention
conditions today are
. The policing
practically perfect, ,'j
The aspect of Austin, Costello and SULZER STARTS
FIREWORKS
the valley beyond today is as dreary
as it is appalling. The towns are
pictures of desolation. The valley side Brilliant New York Congressman
hills in which they Ue are still littered
Will Speak at Capitol at
by the shattered homes of their pe
t8:15
pie and the remnants or prosperous
places of business and manufacturing
'
'v.v.'.
plants.
With about half of the 300 DemoLoss, Eight Millions.
cratic delegates In the city and keen
No realiabie estimate of the prop- enthusiasm over the news that San
erty loss can be maae soon, but it Is Miguel county is sending three times
safe to say if will not be less than its alloted number, giving each dele
d
a vote and Chaves send
18,000,000.
!he paper and lumber gate
industries are utter'y destroyed.
ing twice its number, allowing each a
Below the torn dam today the valley half vote, the city of Santa Fe is alfor a mile or mfffe is swept practically ready taking on a real, live, convenclean to bedrock and Freeman's, Run, tion and indicates thst a large
the reservoir feeder, swollen by last number of people will turn out to
the campaign opened at the can-night's rains,: Is sweeping f tnrough hear
new chairaeis' W"i"-tBeimIbusl Itol tonight by; RepresAtatlve tfcill.
ness' portion of the town' onoe stood. lam Sulser, the fiery New York ora
tor and twice candidate of Democracy
Costello In Ruins.
for governor of the Empire state.
Costello, three miles away, is proPennants waving in the breeze
asas
shattered
Austin.
portionately
which qualified
for the title of
Only the loss of the flood's momentum "cyclone" hear the Santa Fe
depot
and the timely warnings given byop-erator- s this
afternoon, and the bunting which
who ' risked their lives to do decorated so
many houses and stores,
so, held the death list to two.
as flags waved from the windows, exPersons Arrested for Pillaging.
pressed to the delegates the welcome
Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 2. State all Santa Fe regardless of political behealth commissioner Dixon telephoned liefs, extends.;.
from Austin today that eighty bodies Automobiles galore were freely lent
had been recovered and 22 persons to bring the delegates from the
rescued from the ruins. The flood and
to. the hotels In the city but the
housing supplies are ample. State po Chaves delegation walked In long
lice arrested ten persons for pillaging flies, their black badges with gold letters striking the eye of everyone.
Had Toes Cut Off J. A. Rohrs, who , Besides the number of delegates
apparently was sleeping off an over- who arrived last night and at noon,
indulgence in spirits, laid down to the afternoon train, delayed nearly
sleep alongside the Santa Fe tracks two hours, brought in a hundred or
within the city limits and when Train more tall, brawny and sunburned delNo. 9 came along last night it cut off egates with, broad smiles on their
his big toe and another toe of the left countenances from Chaves, Eddy,
foot. Conductor Quigley ran back Curry, Dona Ana, Sierra, Grant, and
when the train stopped and found the Bernalillo.
The northern counties will be heard
man alongside of the track. He was
from later in the afternoon and ' totaken to the St. Vincent's hospital.
night more delegates will arrive. It
is expected by Mayor Seligman, chairman of the Santa Fe county committee that no fewer than 500 will be here
for the opening of the convention
J'A. complete list of the delegates could not be obtained today, but
those whose names are known are
printed, while the others will be
So many delegates will
Prominent Spanish-America- n
be here that
doubtful If: there
will be room in the Hall of RepresenCitizens of Texas Town
tative tomorrow for visitors.
Assassinated
,
,
.Central Committee Meets.
Shortly after 3 o'clock the Democratic Central Committee was called
DUD JH
to meet at 'the assembly room of the
Old Palace instead of the capitol. The
Wpb to form a temporary or
Teey Had Gone Oat to Bring meeting
ganization for the convention .V and
' in the
Body of Countryman
j
temporary, roll call. It is said that
there are no contests to interrupt the
, , at Ranch.
:

LINE IS

Election Un California Leads in Percentage, Gathering of Former Employes Had Previous To That Won ReBe
and
Thrown
certain
Dispersed by the Police
nown As An Explorer in
May
Virginia Second, OklaInto Congress.
Lasthoma
Early
Arctic Regions

t

:

SINNED DEAD

SMALL QUANTITTT1S

debris.'--Twentj-

voi

Large Offerings Depress
Prices Copper Group Is Chief .
'
1
, 8uff erer.
;

A FEW VOTES

Vice-President-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Austin, Pa., Oct. 2. With the arrival of a carload of coffins here this
morning, the grimness of the tragedy
which has practically obliterated this
town wag impressed on the survivors
and a considerable number of workers,
who today", began anew their efforts
to mine deeply into the hard hills of

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The outstanding feature ot the
at
war news today is
tempted mediation of Germany, &e
success of which appears mora prob
able in the light of the statement
made at the German foreign office today: that a report that the Gnunan
had
ambassador- - at Constantinople
presented Italian proposals to. peace
was ' premature," indicating '. that
such proposals were expected.
communication with Tripoli
. Cable
remains cut off but the city had r.nt
been bombarded up to Saturday, mid-

-

Unexpectedly

REYES RECEIVED

-

"

,

ARRIVE

It Is Likely That Its Proposals Health Officials Now Realize
That Conditions Demand
Will Be Accepted by Both
NationsPrompt Action-

Notaries Appointed.
Governor Mills has appointed the
following notaries public: Benito A
Romero, Jtio Pueblo, Taos county; J.
M. Peacock, Roswell, Chaves county;
William E. Lerman, Las Cruces, Dona
Ana county: Walter B. Hoke, East
Las Vegas, San Miguel county; Will
iam A. Palmer, Aztec, San Juan coun
ty: Doroteo Cortez. Cerro, Taos
come in. ' ,
'7
county,
One cablegram announced definiteRoosevelt Shows Loss.
that ' Tripoli had been bombarded
ly
has
Joerns
Auditor
John
Traveling
and
occupied. Another said that no
Roosevelt
received the tax roll from
county which shows a net loss off atjack on' tie city Bad Deenmade
uniy one tning is certain and that
$69,188 compared "with that of last
year. : The taxable property In 1910 is that the Italians had not attacked
was $1,333,234,: and in 1911 $1,264,046. the town up to midnight Saturday, for
In' the Increase column are agricul- had they done so, their guns would
tural lands $25,831;
sheep $5,372; .have been' heard on the steamer Cas- stock In banks, $10,635. In the de- tlegarth, which left Tripoli shortly becrease column are improvement on fore that hour and arrived at Malta
agricultural lands, $48,216; city lots this morning.
Turkish Forts Destroyed.
$21,520;
improvements on city lots,
The reports as to the situation at
saw mills, $23,168; horses,
$16,858;
cattle,' $10,057; carriages, Prevesa are equally conflicting. Turk$20,832;
ish officials here confirm a news dis$9,376; household goods, $12,103.
patch saying the forts had been deMr. Miller Back.
:.
stroyed and? 1,600 J troops .landed;
D.
Charles
Territorial Engineer
while Italy gives an emphatic denial
Miller is back from Chicago where he
of the report saying the Italian govwent on buslnes sconnected with the ernment
had no intention of resorting
of
some
the
on
called
He
Act.
Carey
to acts against the territorial status
compagreat bonding and irrigation
of
In Europe. It is believed
nies which are much interested In thatTurkey
what actually happened was that
New Mexico " since statehood was
the Turkish vessels in the vicinity
granted. On his way back he stopped were scattered and the forts destroyed
h injected the
I t
to prevent raids on the Italian coast
Las Vegas and Santa Fe road and the
this was sufficient
Mineral Hill roaa, as wen as um mu-- shipping. Probably as one cable
for the population,
says,
field irrigation dam.
that the Turkish operators deserted
the place as soon as the bombardment
was begun. '
RI8E ON STOCK
EXCHANGE IS CHECKED. 0
Turkish Transports Captured. .

OF COFFINS

when he attempted to escape

from Cienfuegos, July 3, Admiral
Sampson having been eight miles
away during the famouus engagement.
After the war the famous Sampson- Schley controversy arose which led
to the convening of a "court of in- and Rear Admirals Benham and Ram
sey. Dewey, though condemning the
"loop" taken by Schley's ship in the
engagement found the delays criticised by the other members of the board
'Justifiable under the circumstances,"
and he added his personal opinion
that Schley was in actual command ot
the great battle which settled the war,
annihilating the Spanish fleet.
CALL FOR A PROGRESSIVE
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.

Pursuant to a resolution adopted by
the state
Progressive Republican
League, a convention of the Progressive Republicans of the State ot New
Mexico is hereby called to assemble
at the city of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the 4th day of October, 1911, at 10
O'clock in the forenoon of said day for
the purpose of taking into considera
tion the action that Progressive- - Re
publicans of the State shall take in
the present campaign and for the consideration of such other matters as
may properly come before said convention..
All Progressive Republicans ' and
those who desire to affiliate with the
Progressive Republicans of this state

y
during the present campaign are
invited to be present and par
ticipate in the proceedings of said
convention. All meetings will be held
' '
in the Elks' theater.
JESUS
ROMERO,
'
R. H. HANNA,
President
- Secretary. "
cor-diall-

"

,

Herrera Held Without Ball for Murder six
Ellas Herrera
was today held, without bail to the
d
grand jury for the killing of
Amalia Castillo, last Thursday evening. District Attorney E. C.
Abbott appeared for the territory;-Th- e
hearing was before Justice of the
Peace Jose Maria Garcia!
teen-year-o-

twelve-year-ol-

S
S
X:

S
X
X
X
X

V
X

HEADQUARTERS
AND CONVENTION.
" The convention headquarters
and Bureau of Information are
in the Chamber of Commerce
rooms in the Palace of the Gov- ernors, in the southwest corner.
The convention will hold . its
meetings in the Hall' of Rep- resentatlvea at the Capitol.

3
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X
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X
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The Little Store

NO REASON

UTS

was taken from Socorro to Las C races.
'

FOR DOUBT

FOR

IT

SICUOOR STOMACH
Set Fire to Hay.
Juan Valenzuela is accused of setting fire to the hay stacks of Captain Gently but thoroughly cleanse and regWe guarantee complete relief to all Van Gaas at La Mesa, Dona Ana
ulate your Stomach, Liver and
sufferers from constipation. In every county. Twelve hundred bales of al
Bowel while you sleep.
falfa
will
we
were
We
fall
the
we
Guarantee case where
supply
destroyed.
That awful sourness, belching of
Everything
medicine free.
acid and foul gases; that pain in the
Hurt after a Dance.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effecpit of the stomach, the heartb.irn. ner
Good to Eat and
Everything
tive, dependable and safe bowel reguReturning on horseback from a vousness, nausea, bloating after eat
lator, strengthener and tonic. They dance at Hurley, Grant county, lee me. feeling of fullness, dizziness and
nature's functions In e Upton and . Stephen Ballou galloped sick headache, means indigestion; a
Under this Brand
Drink
quiet, easy way. They do not cause Into a barbed wire fence with such disordered stomach, which cannot be
any inconvenience, griping or nausea. force that they were thrown and bad- regulated until you remove the caiiBe
to be as
Under the
They are so pleasant to take and work ly injured. One of the horses was It isn't your stomach's fault. Your
so easily that they may be taken by killed.
stomach is as good as any.
at any time. They thoroughly
anyone
Try Casoarets; they cure indlges-- i
Solitaire Brand
Represented
Brutal Assault
tone up the whole sytsem to healthy
tion, because they Immediately cleanse
J. H. Jenkins was brutally assault- - and regulate the stomach, remove the
activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable ed near the Santa Fe railroad yards sour, undigested and
fermenting food
and ideal for the use of children, old at Springer, Colfax county, by a man and foul gases; take the excess bile'
folks and delicate persons. We can- who spoke English with a Spanish from the liver and carry off the de- not too highly recommend them to al! accent. He was rendered unconscious composed waste matter and poison j
sufferers from any form of constipa- for a moment and his assailant after from the intestines and bowels. .Then
tion and its attendant evils. Three giving him a final kick evidently your stomach trouble Is ended forever.
sizes, 10c, 25c, and 50c. Remember, thought him dead for he was heard A Cascaret tonight will straighten you '
me out
, you arresta
you can obtain Rexall Remedies only to say: "You
box from
by morning a
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
in this community at our store The last summer, now I kill you!"
Telephone No. 4a
any drug store will keep your entire
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALU CASH PURCHASES. Rexall Store. Fischer's, 232 San Fran
family feeling good for months. Don't
'
LETTER LIST.
cisco St.
forget the children their little insides
need a good, gentle cleansing too. - ;
List ef letters remaining uncalled
iTHE CITY OF THE GILDED TEAR.
fer in the pestofflce at Santa Fe. N ers
By Herbert Kaufman.
$6.306.50; lights $6.206.45; pigs
M., for week ending Sept. 30, 1911.
Babylon, O Babylon,
twe
If net called fer within
weeks
Shall thy day be never done?
Sheep
Receipts 20,000. Market
they will be sent te the dead letter steady to 10c lower. Muttons $3.25
Shall thy course be never run?
office at Washington.
4.25; lambs $4.756: range wethers
Alarid Melinda.
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Shall thy towers never fall?
and yearlings $3.25gr4.85; range ewes
,
F.
J.
Baldwin,
Must we ever heed the call
$2.504.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh
Balverde, Cicilia.
To the revel in thy hall?
:
:
:
:
:
Bread and Cakes every day
Clark. Ernest M.
N. SALMON OFFERS
Castle, F. E.
'For uncounted, awful years
BASE BALL PRIZE.
Mr.
Davis,
Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
;Have thy gemmed and painted dears
Inobie.
Die,
Trunk the wine whose dregs is Jears!
Two Rival Teams Organized
at St.
Gaconi, Giervani.

WINTER

A

Backed
Strong Guarantee.

Statement of Facte

OCTOBER 2. 1911.

MONDAY,

a

by

GROCERY

!

The Delicatessen Store

MAKE HOME HAPPY WITH A GLOWING NEW HEATER. EN
A
JOY THE COMFORT OF SITTING
AROUND
HANDSOME,
WARM STOVE.
OUR HEATERS WILL HOLD THE FIRE OVER NIGHT, SO THAT
YOU ONLY NEED TO MAKE A FEW TWISTS
AND POUR IN
SOME COAL TO QUICKLY HAVE A HOT FIRE.
"FIRE OUT" YOUR OLD STOVE AND "FIRE UP" A NEW ONE

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

i

Phone

If Ita HardwareWe

14.

It

Have

Phone 14

i

Phone,

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

WHOLESALE

Vice berots the fruit you sell,
He who heeds the tales you tell,
Listening, finds the key to Hell!

RETAIL

&

Thou wert old in Pharaoh's reign,
Old when Nero dealt in pain,
Old when Christ was born in vain!

SEPTEMBER
Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
Phone Black

45

Gibss, Ralph.
Green, Ruth.
Greer, Carl.
Hesch, Chas. Wm.
Higgins, Margaret.
Isackson, Alma.
Matheson, Geo.
McMillan, Mrs. Daniel H.
McGee, F. H.
Martlnes, Antonio.
Nash, Mrs. W. H.
Norman, Harry.
Padilla, Meliton.
Quintana, Albtnita Rosenda
Reibe, Elmer.
Rohrer, Ralph.
Ruybalid, Avel.
Smith, Idah.
Rivera, Petera Gonsales.
Snyder, H. A.
Stevens, Helen M.
Sauer, Roland B.
Sexton, Helen.
Taylor, P. H.
Treeland, R. J.
Tafoya, Gregorla D.
Wlech, W. G.
Vigil Julianita.

Soulless city of the night,
In thy false distorting light,
Right is wrong and wrong is right!

LEO HERSCH

Trojan Priam's walls are down;
Caesar's Rome lies under ground;
But thy temples still abound!
Ever are thy spires near
Shalt thou never learn to fear,
City of the Gilded Tear?

Phone Black

AROUND THE STATE

45

J

Michael's College Will Play
Every Thursday.
Two baseball teams have been or
ganized at St. Michael's College end
N. Salmon, the San Francisco Street
merchant, who is an enthusiastic fan
and wants to encourage clean sport,
has offered a prize of $25 to the team
winning two out of three games which
will be played oif Thursuay after
noons. One team has been named
Salmon Grays and the other St. Michael's College, but both consist entirely of college boys.

f

PIAN05

Learnard-Llndeman-

in State Colors for 65c.
Novelties

Appropriate

PHONE

.

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable

at short notice.

OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

in

J
wwrd
117 J
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLof
All
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the 'use
Ale
t
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Delivered to your house. Patronize home Industry. Leave orders at
Sworn to before me end subscribed
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
y
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern-berA. D., Iksi.
CO.
MINERAL
SANTA
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Halls Catarrh Cure Is taken intern7.95.
ally, and acts directly on the blood
Charged With Burglary.
and mucous Surfaces of the system.
Wool.
at
Anselmo Ariano was arrested
WHOLESALE
Send for testimonials free.
2.
Wool
St.
Oct.
Mo.,
Louis;
dull;
AND RETAIL
Columbus, Luna county. Both In his
c
CHENEY
F. J.
CO., TOLEDO, O
house and on his person he had large territory and western mediums, 17
Sold
75c.
all
by
Druggists,
11
fine
mediums, 1719c; tine
22c;
RATON
quantities of stolen goods.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
i5c
YANKEE
patlon.
Livestock
Suit on Note.
CERR1LL06
Chicago, Oct. 2. Cattle
Receipts
Neill B. Field as owner, and Angelo
at
to
2,000.
Market weak
Vivian as trustee, have sued Daniel estimated
Anthracite Coal al) Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Morellt and Daniel K. B. Sellers at! 10 lower. Beeves $4.708.15; Texas
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
- steers In
western
steers
in$4.25
for
note
on
a
$3,720,
Albuquerque
i6;
stockers and feeders $3.40
terest $27.50, and 10 per cent costs.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
m?ZTUrBi7CT
For Best Laundry Work
5.65; cows and heifers $2 6.15; calves
"
85
:
Telephone 85
Telephone
$5159.25.
Last Saloon in Chaves County.
at
estimated
In accordance with an agreement
Hogs
Receipts
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Market steady to strong. Light
wih the municipal authorities at Dex
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
ter, the last saloon in Chaves county. $6.106.80; mixed $6.05 6.80; heavy
that of P. C. Jacoby,' closed its doors $5.806.70; rough $5.806; good to
choice heavy $66.70; pigs $46.35
Saturday night not to reopen
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
hulk of sales $6.106.60.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
45,at
estimated
Sheep
Receipts
Forged a Check.
Market slow. Natives $2.25
C. W. Cartwrlght pleaded guilty at 000.
CAD CATC Improved aad aaimproved City Property, Orckardi
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 23
OAIX andRtncies; Also a number of the finest Fruit aid
Silver City to drawing a forged check 3.90; western $2.75 4; yearlings $3.65
4.40; lambs, native
$45.90; weston the First National bank at Lords-burin theEspanola Valky with the Very Best of water rights
Ranches
'
Alfalfa
and was sent to the penitentiary ern $4.256. '
FOR
KERR'S
of
orchards on the Tesnqne at a Bargain.
one
2.
Rethe
finest
HEADQUARTERS
and
SHOP,
Cattle
Kansas
Oct.
City,
for from two to four years.
ceipts 27,000, including 3,000 southHUBB'S LAUNDRY.
erns. Market steady to 10c lower. NaCommercial Club.
Modern Residences for Rent.
... Vaughn
Pnene us, we will be glad to eall for
;
southern
tive
steers'
$5.257.85
The Vaughn Commercial Club of steers
Tum-daon Mondays aad
$3. 80 5.50; southern cows and your laundry
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, has or heifers
and deliver on Thursdays aad
103
$3 4.46; native cows and heif
Hardie,
ganized by electing Spence
ers $2.607; stockers and feeders Fridays.
Ave.
Palace
G.
B.
W.
vice
Smith,
presi
president;
All work la guaranteed; your seeks
$3.506; bulla $34.50; calves, $4
dent; George A. Clark, secretary.'
western steers $3.907; western are mended and battens sewed en
cows $2.754.85.
yonr shirts wltheut extra charge.
Stole a Horse.
Receipts: 6000. Majrket PHONE RED 122 PHONE RES) 122
Hogs
Nieto Solano, whose parents live
near Albuquerque, was sent to the re strong. Bulk of sales $6.256.40; R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
form school at Buena Vista, Colorado, heavy $6.256.40; packers and butchfrom Trinidad, to serve a sentence not
to exceed ten years, for stealing a
More people suffer from the poisons
horse.
In headache pills and powders than
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
The
suffer from original headache.
Found Guilty of Manslaughter.
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
La Salle Restaurant
George W. Fox was found ' guilty mistake Is aiming at your head when
of manslaughter at Clovis fpf. fthe--i it is your stomach that is at fault.
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses. ,
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
murder of Richard E. Fields onjjuly Stomach trouble brings your head and
31. The jury recommended clemency your stoirach, c!o?e together; and that
Telephone II.
Wket ii Reed of Anytiifaf
to Chief Justice W. H. Pope in pass- mates your headach. Cel-s- o
keeps Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
it CaUYERY LINE.
;
your stomach d'vn and your head rip. Regular Meals 25 cents.
ing sentence.
Drivers
Famished,
Cel-s50c.
settles stomach troubles; and
Rooms for Rent 25c and
Arrested for Skipping Hotel Bill. Co-- not contain fcnty poison. 10 and
Short Orders at All Hours.
C. N. Points was arrested at San 25c at The Capital Pharmacy.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $3.00
Don Caspar Ave.
The Capital Pharmacy Trill refund
Marcial and taken to Socorro ; for
to
French
fails
do
Noodle Order 20c a dish,
all
a
bill
hotel
at Las Cruces. your purchase price if.lt
Skipping
New York Chop Suey 51c.
At least that was the charge. He, we claim. Is this fair?

wiiy import mineral water r

MARKETKEPORT

Jesse-Frenc-

We can furnish beautiful

'

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS

TO AND FROM ROB WELL
Connections made with Automobile
line, at Vaughn for RosveTl, dally
Automobile leaves Vaughn lor
ll
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
ivuswbU
at 6 p. in. The
'are between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $io. Reserve seats on automobile r wire. J. w Stockard.
Ros-we.-

Indicted for Beating Wife.
Jose Garcia of Albuquerque was In
dicted for attempting to beat his 'wife,
Ia calling fer tkese letters please
Gabaldon de Garcia.
Clara
of
have
hundred!
months.
ten
Bros.
They
Chtckerlng
state whether "adrertlsed" er net
satisfied customers in New Mexico
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
8uth and Lane.
Accused of Larceny.
and Arizona.
n
Co.
- j
Albuindicted
at
was
Luis
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Trujillo
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and querque for larceny from the house
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane of Cesarlo Padilla,
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Lead and Zinc.
Drowned in Irrigation Ditch.
Co.' wifl meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
lead firmer 4.35
St. Louis,.4pet..2.
Jaanita Mestas was
Interior PI aye Pianos, and' many more than' half way Irt making
4.371-2- ;
Spelter firm 5.85.
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd eat drowned in a irrigation ditch at LovGRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIIS.
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not en ing, Eddy county.
Oct. 2. Wheat Dec. '98
Chicago,
doubt
of
and
car load of pianos during the past
uncertainty.
g
May 104
Abandoned his Wife,
Corn Dec, 64
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
N
May 65 7
David Urioste was indicted at Albu
Oats-Dec.
48l-8- ;
May
.
Ele-his
for
wife,
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established ItOO
abandoning
querque
Pork Jan! 14.97
who is suing
na
de
Urioste,
Montoya
CURIO
CO.
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL
Lard Oct 9; Jan. 8.85.
him for divorce.
Ribs Jan. 7.8587
May 7.921--

PIAN05

Pennants for Decorations

Ros-wp- D

'

Phone,
Bl'k,6619

GORMLEY

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Ginger
Special High

Two-year-o-

8

8

7--

,

WATER

FE

THE

501-25--

1--

2

Building Materials

Screened

Dawson Coal.

Lump

Imperial Laundry

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order in. The price is right.

Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

Wood

oal

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

PHONE, RED 100.

lUli

g

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Garnets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Sao

Francisco

NOW IS THE TIME

yi

F. M. JONES.

Street

SiSSrssr
'always acceptable.

'

LIVERY STABLE

LI VERY CO.
MORGAN
Successor to
Williams

B. P.
I haw purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Phone 139 Red

Santa Fe, N.

M

I

CALL

o

UP

'Phone

9

CHAS.CLOSSON
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HER BACK ACHES.

WHEN

A Woman Finds All Her Energx and
Ambition 8llpplno, Away.

nil

i

HEW

Santa Fe women know how the
aches and pains that' come when the
kidneys fail make life a burden. Backache, hip pains, headaches, dizzy
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
tell of sick kidneys and warn you ot
ths stealthy approach ot dropsy or
Brigth's d'isease. Doan's Kidney Pills
are for the kidneys only. They attack kidney diseases by striking at
the cause. Here's proof of it in a
Santa Fe woman's words:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's Kidney Pills and I was cured of a bad
attack of kidney complaint
At that
time a statement appeared in the local papers, telling of my experience
and I now take pleasure in confirming all that was then said in their
praise. I had pains In my back that
made it difficult for me to stoop and
there were other troubles which plainly showed that my kidneys were at
fault Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills,
improvement
was noticeable and the contents ot
two boxes, not only restored my kidneys to their normal condition but
also removed the pain from my back.
I am glad to say that during the time
that has since passed, my cure has
been permanent"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterfcMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

BO

IsMIMBMMWMbWBBM

statesmanship. We wear them, Mac.
Her- wears them, so does
we
look
The
three.
and
at
public
bie,
demands porous knit underwear of its
favorites and if delinquent, the soon
er H. A. comes across the flowerier
his pathway. We hereby move that
a committee be appointed to investi
gate this important question. Pecos

IRON AND FIRE.
H. O. Bursum. whom the Republicans of New Mexico have

nominated and will probably
elect as the first governor of
the new State, Is a man of Iron
and fire and he will build up
a powerful party .machine in
his State, as well as make a
forceful

Valley News.

Bursum

governor.

stands for the reliable and the
permanent He Is the sort of
man who can run a central

BOOZE.

Democratic

"

f

Headquarters. Everybody

Welcome.
This is the legend painted on the
Palm Saloon, the Joint whose proprietor boastfully accepts the Index
characterization of "the wildest open
booze and soecial game joint" and calls
it good advertising.
Any observer
will bear us out in saying that it WAS
headquarters the day of the primary
and that it was wide open and that
it appeared to be well supplied with
somebody's money.

n

-

,

From this place the faithful were
led to the polls sometimes by the
proprietor himself old men young
men mere youths, casting their mai
den votes. Melrose Index.

(7
H. O.

(07894)
12, 1911.

Bursum.

'

Notice is hereby given that Jose
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146,
Section 13, Township 13 N.
for SW
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, toestablish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, TJ. S. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October,

Grant County Democrats.
The Democrats of Grant County In
convention at Silver City nominated
the following ticket:
E. S. Ed
County Commissioners
wards, of Santa Rita; B. B. Ownby
cf Lordsburg; Van T. Manville, of
Silver City.
School
County
Superintendent.
Miss Isabella Eckles.
Probate Judge. Cornellius Bennett,
Treasurer J. B. Gilchrist of Fierro,
Sheriff Herbert J. McGrath.
sue- - S
He St .County Clerk E. B. Venable.

X committee in the way a
cessful business is run.
3S
is an inscrutable person and
nobody knows what he will do
X until he has done it. He would
X not make the darling hero ot
X a sickly reform movement, but
X the chances are he will make
X a figure in politics within the
$i next ten years, now that his
1911.
X state has a chance. New Mexi- X co is lucky enough to have
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ambrosio
Cano, Bernardo Cano, X more manhood than folderol
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armijo, X about Its politics,' which gives
X it a chance to produce a
all of Golden, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
X few statesmen. Los Angeles
,

Assessor E. Dickison.
County Surveyor T. L. Cox.
Nominations for legislative officers
X
X were made as follows:
X
X
X

1--

X

38

X
X
X
X

X
X

"

Times.

hi"

X

X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXSS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Headquarters at Palace Hotel.
Department of the Interior,
The Taos Democratic delegation is
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(07753)
making its headquarters at the Palace
Copies In triplicate to Forest Super- hotel.
Nominated for House.
visor, Cowles, N. M.
Tranquilano Labadle of Santa Rosa
Sept 12, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Santla
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
5, 1906,

Sept

made homestead entry
and Lots
SW

No. 9885, for SB 1- 2 3, 4, Section 31,
Range 12 E., N. M.
notice of intention

1--

Township 17 N..
Meridian, has filed
to make final five
year proof,to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
ot Receiver U. S. land office at'Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October,
v1911.
', r'

W. B. Walton.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. Land Ouce at Santa Fe, N. M.
Department of the Interior.

September 12, 1911.
v
Notice Is hereby given that Ambro-clCano, ot Golden, N. M., who on
Feb. 1, 1907, made homestead, No.

o

NW 4 Sec. 27, S 2
section 22, township 13 N,
Tranquillno Labadie.
SW
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed
notice of intention to mate final five,
year proof, to establish claim to the has been nominated for the House by
land above described; before register the Republicans for Santa Fe, Gua
and receiver U. S. land office at Santa dalupe and Torrance counties.
ot October,
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day
Joseph for Railroad Commissioner.
1011.
-' f '"J
Antonio F. Joseph of OJo Caliente,
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
B. Cano, Bernardo pano, Daniel son of the late Delegate to Congress
Antonio Joseph, has been endorsed by
Wright, Roberto Armijo, all of Golden the Democrats
of Taos and Rio Arriba
N. M.
counties, for railroad commissioner.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1--

1--2

1--

Register.

Sure!

An Aztec Democrat was heard to re
mark that he voted tor Trajillo "Because the d Mexicans would ell vote
the Republican ticket unless they got
Aztec Index.
The following are the time tables probate Judge."
f the local railroads:
Nothing Impossible to a Democratic
Editor. .
A. T. A . F. Ry.
The Independent nublished an illus
trated account of the Republican con8.10 , m. connect with No I west vention
and, according to the pictures
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
which cannot be disputed, the steam
y Returning arrive U Santo Fe 11:10 roller went over D. H. Kedzie, and he
came out of the encounter with two
4 8. mn connect with No. X. west shapely legs. A miracle Western
bound.
Liberal.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 8:39
Hall to the Chief.!
p. m.
With almost one accord H. O. Bur
7:20 d. m. conect with no. 7 ana
westbound: No. 4 and S eastbound sum is the choice of the Republican
Returning arrir at San Fo 11 :H press for governor of New Mexico,
and there is not a political combina
tion in the state that can defeat him
D. oV It. o. tty. ...'...S:":y
with the lead and strength he has de
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
veloped; It Is marvelous, somewhat
Arrive 3:06 p. m. from north.
akin to heroworshin. yet devoid of
new
moo central ny.
Leave 6:45 p. m., contacts with No. political Intrigue or offlcelust. It is
apparently a spontaneous demand for
I east and 1 south, and west
Arrive S.18 p. m. with connections the man of the hour, a man well sea
soned in statecraft, a man of sterling
from No. 3
worth, splendid character and without
a volunersble point of attack save
from ambush, and there are enough
UOODYS HACK LIIIB sharpshooters on the watchtower to
pick them off wherever they boh up.
Hail to the chief! Mountalnalr Mes'
From ,
senger.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

,

N

.

:

-

BARRANCA TO T.05
Meets Both NortV South
.

'

Bound

Trtic.

.'

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north boiinp train and arrive at
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Tan miles shorter than any other
mv. Good oovereo- hacks "ami flood
teams, Faro $U round trip. . Tsams
rrflahed oommorolat men to take In
-

(

"wrounolng towns, Wire

eik,

35 and bav
M aettvered.

SOFT DRINKS

an incline, one mile long, upon which
the mine cars will be run by means
ct an endless steel cable. As soon as
a section of fine coal in the old workings is worked out the old incline
will be abandoned and all operations
cf the mine concentrated in the new
workings, half a mile to the east.
During the past winter several main
entries, following out a general systematic plan for getting at the valuable deposit of coal under the mesa,
have been run, and room necks set
off so that Just as soon as the new
incline is completed, operations in
125 rooms will be begun, capable at
the outset of furnishing 1,000 tons
daily for handling at the tipple and
Mr. Frank Evlston, traffic
vasher.
manager for the Raton and Eastern,
is at Des Moines, N. M., this week
superintending the loading of a large
quantity of ties and rails that will
be used in the extension of the track
age of the terminals at the camp.
The steel rails for the mile incline
aie now en route and will be placed
as soon aB possible. Raton Range.
Santa Fe County.
That the Sunset Mining and Smelt
uning company which has acqui'-eder lease and han-- l the old smelting
plant and mines at Cerrillos, formerly
owned by the Consolidated, will bu
ir. shape to start the remodeled plant
ia a few weeks, is the statement of W.
L. Staley of the company. He has been
on the properties for several weeks,
"The
superintending the work.
cause of the failure of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting company to
make good at Cerrillos," said Mr. Staley, "is very plain to anyone, who investigates. They built a lead and cop
Grant County.
per smelter with the view of doin? a
Then the;
O. Ryback, general manager of the custom smelting business.
Eonney Mining Company, situated in acquired the Tom Payne and other
valuable mines in the Cerrillos dis
the Virginia mining district about 5
miles south of Lordsburg, was in El trict, all of which are zinc lead propPaso looking after the business In erties. As it was absolutely impossiterests of his company at the smel- ble to save the zinc in the furnaces
ter in El Paso. He has made satis- they were losing the greater part of
factory arrangements and has one their values in slag. Upon this discarload there now of red oxide of cop- covery they set out to develop their
per carrying gold and silver, averag- mines to a capacity owhlch would justing $50 per ton. Mr. Ryback left for ify the installing of a concentrator,
the purpose of sending at once four which is the only way to handle these
carloads more of ore which will aver- metals. In the meantime they operage $22 per ton, receiving credit be ated the smelter on custom ore, buysides for the lime and iron. He has ing ore which was unprofitable to
been mining seven feet of solid ore. smelt, and as a result falling in busiThe last shots developed a face 11 ness Just at the time when their own
feet wide on the third level, where mines were developed to a great ton
the present mining .Is being done. nage and ready for a concentrator.
This' is considered a rich strike. Mr. As a result our mines have thousands
Ryback has been with this property a of tons of ore blocked out and develnumber of years. He will immediate oped enougn to warrant the erection
ly increase his mine force and push of a concentrator. It will take only a
the output as rapidly as possible. The few weeks to install the
necessary admain shaft which is now 269 feet ditional
to convert the
machinery
deep, will be sunk 100 feet more. It plant into a Joint concentrator and
is Mr. Ryback's intention from now
after which we shall be
on to ship two carloads a week to smelter,
to operate on a big scale. We
ready
El Paso.
have cleaned up the old workings
Colfax County. '
and completed the survey for our aerReports from Yankee camp con ial tremfay which will be construct
firm the rumor that great things ed in the near future."
are in prospect for the early resumpThe starting up of a smelter and
tion of mining business in that lo- concentrator at Cerrillos, in the midst
Construction work on the of one of the richest mining districts
cality.
new tipple, washer, incline tramway, tributary to Santa Fe will be of conpower plant and depot are awaitins; siderable importance not only to Cer
the arrival of material, most of which rillos, but to this section
generally.
The new tipple
is now on the way.
Grant County.
will be one of the largest of its kind
Thirty cars of ore were shipped
operating in the New Mexico coal from Lordsburg last week.
between
of
fields, capable
handling
Lincoln County.
2.000 and 2,500 tons of coal per day
George Hopkins, president of the
if necessary. . The coal from the Economic
Mining Company, near
dump will be run over screens coverhas. contracted for a number
ing four large hoppers, under which of feet of work in the main tunnel
cars will be set for catching the four which it is
will intercept the
kinds of mine product the lump, main shaft expected
in about three weeks.
nut, pea and slack.
Standing to the
Sierra County.
east of the tipple will be erected a
Joseph B. Tomlinson and experts
in
and
the
washer,
$125,000
large
are
the Emporia at Grafton.
near vicinity a new power house R. G.sampling
Mullen, William Knitzer and a
will furnish electrical power for run- third
party are about to resume work
ning the machinery of the plant and on the Minnehaha at Grafton. The U.
for furnishing the camp with electric S.
Treasury Is to resume work this
The new depot will be put week. Charles Ross has let a contract
lights.
, the
near-up
spot where passengers to C. J. Curtis to drive a tunnel on
for, the camp now alight from the one of his claims at Fairview. About
trains.
This building will, be 70 by fourteen men are employed at present
40 'feet in dimensions, containing the on the mines at
Fairview. M. Ever-har- t
general offices of the camp officials
has cleaned out the Colossal mine
and ticket office.
The new mine en- and sampled its ore. He will make a
tries to the northeast of the camp, shipment to test the lower grade ore
under the rim rock, will be connected left in the mine. A pump will be re
with the new tipple and washer by quired in order to
go deeper.

Socorro County,
The Ernestine Mining Co.'s two
cleanups at Mogollon for the first and
second ten day periods of September
resulted in 10,376 ounces troy of gold
and silver bullion, with seven and
one-hatons of high grade concen
trates. Ore treated the past two
The
weeks amounted to 1160 tons.
new power house is nearlng complet
ion and the equipment will arrive in
Silver
City in about two weeks.
Mine development continues in good
ore in nearly all the faces. At the
Deadwood mine the drift on the 300
a rich
foot level north, in which
strike was recently made, is still in
good milling ore. The reduction plant
continues its regular output of. bul
At the Oaks
lion and concentrates.
company work will be started on the
new buildings at the main drainage
tunnel within a
and transportation
few days, material for which is being
delivered.
The tunnel is being steadily advanced. In the Gold Dust mines
the lower tunnel is being pushed with
a view of cutting the vein at an
Work in the new shaft
early date.
and
of the Maud Mining company
drifts therefrom has been temporarily suspended. Good ore has been
found and it is said full operations
will be in force within a few days.
The Mogollon Gold and Copper com
pany's consignment of high grade
shipping ore from the Little Charlie,
comprising about 10 tons, is being pre
pared for transportation to the El
Paso smelter. This Is one of the most
of the
promising
mines in camp. At the Trilby group
further development will be started on
claims about October 1.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
INSTITUTION IN

THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST
COURSES

-

COMMERCIAL, LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

form Separate Departments
Send

for Prospectus

BROTHER

PRES

EDWARD.

.

New Mexico Military

Institute

d

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Banked by United States War Do- artment as "Distinguished Institu
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, prepar
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount ot open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation ot 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

;

Senator W. B. Walton.
Representative Frank vVesely and
Harry Martin.
San Juan County Democrats.
At a primary, the San Juan county
Democrats nominated the following
!
ticket: Representative, J. S. Hart
"man; probate clerk, Walter B. Wag
ner; sheriff, W. T. Dufur; treasurer,
G.
R. W. Heflln; assessor, Archie

Claimant names as witnesses: ,
Jose Maria Ortega, Placldo Armijo,
Fernandez Armijo, and Gregorlo
Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.

10616, for N

MINES AND MINING

POLITICS AllO PDUTiGIAHSl

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Register.

PAGE THREK
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Department ot the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Sept

M.

A Vital Query?

We have always been friendly to
H. O. Bursum 'as a private citizen and

as chairman ot the state central

com-

mittee. .Heretofore we have not been
at all exacting as to his personal habits, but now as he aspires to the position of governor of the new- state,
In company with the Morning Journal,
wo want to know some things. .Doss
the Hon. H.; O. Bursum wear porous
lmlt underwear? We regard wearing
of porous knit underwear as. unmis- evidsnos f gentility and
-

ftrt

'

Car-rizoz-

the corrupting Influence of the special
interest in politics, boss rule, and
gang methods, and we favor none but
e'ean men for official positions.
3. We believe in the election of
the United States Senators by a direct
vote of the people through an amendment to the constitution of the United
States; and we are in favor of direct
primaries tor the nomination of all
elective offices, making the nominees
directly responsible to the" people rather than to party bosses.
4
4. Excepting the Articles of the
Constitution ot this state relating to
the elective franchise and education,
we are in favor of making the constitution more easily amended. We
believe in the election of delegates to
PAtinnal conventions by a presii'entia'
preference act, with opportunity U the
vti'.er to express his choice on hi ballot for president and vice pre: de.it.
5. We fav-an earlv anisadment
to the constitution of the state providing a sensible and reasonable initiative and referendum an easier method of removing unfaithful and dishonest public servants of the state, than
by the slow process of impeachment
and also an enlargement ot the powers, and more clearly
defining the
duties of the corporation commission
'
of the state. :.'v.'
'!':::;('
'c
6. We favor a corrupt practice act
limiting the amount of money that can
be expended on elections
requiring
publicity from candidates, and political committees, of moneys expended
and for what purposes, thus eliminating as far as possible, the corrupt use
of money In politics.
7. We believe that all men are
equal before the law, that no, special
privileges should be granted tip anyone, rich or poor, not accorded to all
men; but that each man should have
an equal chance with every other man
.

R. W. Heflln.

McCoy; superintendent of schools, J.
L. G. Swlnney; probate Judge, David
Trujlllo; surveyor, Charles F. Holly;
commissioners, J. T. Jaques, J. P.
Atteberry, Wayne Walling.- ,
Republican Executive, Committee.
The Republican executive committee for the territory, consists of one
member from each judicial
district
'
will make
and all eight members
-

'

their headquarters at Santa Fe during
the campaign. The members are:
Jose D. Sena, ot Santa Fe; Edward A.
Mann of Albuquerque; H. B. Holt of
Las Cruces; Charles A. Spless of Las
Vegas; Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell; R.
P. Barnes of silver City; Merritt C.
and Charles
Mechem of Socorro,
Springer of Colfax. The officers of
the state central committee are:
Jaramillo, chairman; Herbert
. Clark,
secretary; Jose D. Sena!
eestaot secretary and Solomon
Luna, treasurer.
The Progressive League .
. The
Mexico
New
Progressive
League at its meeting at Albuquerque
last week, elected the following officers: President, Jesus Romero ot Albuquerque; Dr. John D. Hess of Lai
Vegas, vice president; H. G. Coors of
Richard H.
Las Vegas, treasurer;
Hanna of Santa Fe, secretary. The
'
following platform was adopted: The objects of this league are the
promotion of'the following principles:
1. We believe in the language of
Abraham Llacoln that "This is a government of the people, by tb people,
and for the people." ' , i ,. o
We art absolutely opposed to
'

Ven-cesla- o

:

I

Look Here, Men!

r

as a citizen and voter, without any
discrimination whatsoever, except
that of personal merit
8. We welcome all voters to this
league from other political parties
who have affiillated with, or which to
affiliate with Progressive Republicans,
from sincere, honest and worthy motives, and for the carrying out of the
principles of this league free from
selfish interest.

'
'':
Socialist Ticket .

:

At the Socialist convention held in
Farmington the following candidates
for San Juan county, were nominated
for the various county offices: For
county clerk, A J. Fritz; treasurer,
C. R. Cutting; assessor, Joe Hill; probate Judge, S. A. Kingry; sheriff, Hector McRea; school superintendent,
Liz"le Holmes; commissioner 2nd district, Fred Skrlfvars; commissioner
3rd district, Sam Ru3h.

Supper to the Seventeen.

H. B. Holt on last Thursday evening
gave a banquet to the "Solid Seven
h
teen" of the
legislative
assembly who frustrated the Hager-raan plans of annexing the Republican
organization so as to make it part of
a personal Hagerman machine. The
anair proved a most enjoyable one.
The banquet was served at the Caste-nad- a
thirty-sevent.

ten.

and was served from eight to

Covers were laid for seventeen.
(Continue

m
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on page seven.)

Style
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GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH of style
must give satisfactory service. The satisfactory service of
every pair of OUR SHOES is guaranteed.

TO out of a shoe, that shoe

This means that you will get your money's worth
of style and your money's worth of comfort.
You can't misunderstand it. We mean exactly
what we say.

$3.50

'

and $5.00

$4.00--$4.- 50

THE SHOE
Without a Pinch
For Ladies we have a variety of snappy lasts in the
new high toe effect with
medium or high heels, button or blucher dull leather,
patent colt, gun metal,
suede or velvet, and can
satisfy the particular shoe

requirements
all women.

$3.00
Where
Quality
Meets

trice.

of

any and

and $5.00

$3.50--$4- .00
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Imperialists, and even the Prohibition
ists have always contributed to Democratic defeat, Just as the Insurgent!
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
will make the more overwhelming
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
the Democratic Waterloo next year.
Editor and President
Vice President
Despite, or on account of the Insur- CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
gents, the chief states in which they
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
are active. Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas,
are safely Republican,
California,
Eutered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Pa Postotfice.
have Republican state governments,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, tlx months, by mail. .., .13.50 will give their electoral vote to Taft
.25
in 1912.
Dally, pe week, by carrier
The Insurgent movement is
1.00
Weekly, six months
much like that of the Mugwumps and
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
2.00 will be
as soon
.(5 Weekly, ver year
Daily, per month, by mail
equally as short-live.50 as- the people discover that what is
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
best and tenable in the Insurgent
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
movement, just as was. the case in
t5e Mugwump doctrine, really is and
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico! It is sent to .ltd has been,. the
e
Republican
every postotfice In the Territory, and' has a large and growing circulation
and could' be' put into force
?
amonfc the intelligent and progreasive people ol the Southwest.
quickest and most surely by supportticket.
ing the straight Republican
Similarly, the insurgent movement in

e

e
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That Fire Insurance?
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FIRST NATIONAL

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Th ink About
THE

d

-
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GENERAL AGENTS,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic;
transfers of money to all parts of. the civilized world. on as
liberal terms as are given by any.
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con,
'slgnments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ, Cashier.

SANTA HE, N. M..

;

doc-Uin-

,

,

New Mexico,

"

will only

money-transmitti- ng

Santa Fe Planing Mill

to

serve

strengthen the Republican cause and
increase the Republican majority on
November 7. A third ticket will help
just as much as would fusion with the
opposition, for there is, nothing more
conducive toward bringing out the
lull Republican vote than an attach
,
from the rear.
, .

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

,

.'';'

FREE WOOL AND NEW MEXICO. (Senate bill as a disregard of Demo-IScribner's for this month, a well ' cratic pledges, and an abandonment
known author who is a Democrat and! of principles.
Free Trader, declares that the Demo"The Committee of Conference
cratic demand for free wool defeated wrangled for eleven days but failed
in to come to an agreement. A second
Grover Cleveland for
1888.
The writer says:
conference was had. Gorman stood
"It is generally conceded that the firm on the ground that it must be
message of December, 1887, caused the Senate bill or nothing, and in the
his defeat and it is not unlikely that end compelled the House to surrender.
the advocacy of free wool was ' the This chapter of tariff reform ended
The bill that was'passed
predominant factor. New York farm- ignobly.
ers owned one and a half million of was like the old ; Republican -- article,
six differing only in degree, except that
'sheep and produced annually
seven hundred thousand wool, and lumber were placed on the
million
Indiana had over a free list."
pounds of wool.
million sheep producing five million
What free wool did to New Mexico
The Oregon State election from 1884 to 1896, there are s,till
pounds.
in June,, an indication of November, enough Republicans and Democrats
gave a largely increased Republican living to testify, without
it being
majority; and this was a clear protest . necessary for the New Mexican to go
against the Democratic policy of free int0 details. Suffice it to say, that
wool, the clip in that State being tenjthe Democratic party was again over- million pounds."
whelmingly defeated at the national
Are the wool growers of New Mex- election that followed and has been
ico any less intelligent or less asser- kept out of power ever since, and, that
of New Mexico has
tive than were those of New York, the Territory
Ohio and Oregon in 1888? New Mex since then not even elected a Demoico has three times as many sheep cratic delegate to Congress and ought
and produces three times as much not to vote Democratic as long as
wool as did New York in 1888. In j "free wool" is a cornerstone of Demo-NeYork, the doctrine of free wool cratic principles, and as long as self

n
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Ceiling,
Custom Work,

L. A. HUGHES,

4

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

Scations

Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

Assistant Cashier.

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

33166.

The Palace Hotel

You Will Find Everything

of Com
Yet Deming's Chamber
merce does this very thing, although
the popu-- i
Deming has only
IN THE
h
as old
lation and is only
as Santa Fe.
Like Santa Fe it has
three railroads, but it has no flowing
stream of water.
j
Deming pays the El Paso Herald
'
$5,000 a year to advertise it. It pays j
a newspaper writer $150 a month to
do the writing.
It spends $5,000 a
year besides, in other ways for its
125 Palace Avenue,
Chamber of Commerce.
Deming has
no millionaires.
Does it pay? Said a Deming booster to the writer at the Las Vegas
"Ring" and "gang" are favorite
convention last week: "Since I came
to Deming two years ago I have made words in the Democratic- - vocabulary,
enough on land I bought then to payj Du they nave been used so often and
iuuuy, mat tney nave iosi an iorce
every bit of the $11,800 that the Cham- ber of Commerce expends each year,tlley ever possessed. It is the old
ol crying: won, wolf, when
If I had
and still have $10,000 left.
to keep up this advertising campaign there is no wolf in sight.
out of my own pocket, I certainly
would do it.
It has paid me, and it Who disturbed the Morning Journal
has paid every live businessman and this time?
It says: "In the same
property owner in the city."
manner the skunk uses the weapons
with which nature has provided him
in a most effective manner only when
ALL HAIL1
'

one-tent-

F. McKANE,

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black

one-thir- d

GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY. '
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY.
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDI NO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
.' TREASURER
SYLVESTRE MIRABAi;; VALENCIA COUNTY.
ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK. W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
ANDREW B.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION
,t: ' "
COUNTY.
W.
DONA
ANA COUN-TY- ;
FRANK
JUDGES
PARKER,
SUPREME COURT
C; J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
COUNTY.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY; U. H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
COUNTY.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
BERNALILLO COUNTY.

Wainscotting,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet.
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

a year for advertising.

$5,000

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Sash, Doors,

IT PAYS.
The City of Windmills, Deming, is
a marvel.
It is like unto a beacon set upon
the hill to illumine the darkness
in which other New Mexico cities are
groveling.
'
Members of the Santa Fe Chamber
of Commerce would suffer a stroke
of appoplexy
if the New , Mexican
were to suggest to them to set aside

THE TICKET.

BANK

OF SANTA FE

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

OCTOBER 2, 1911.

LINE

William yaughn, Prop.
One of the Best Hotels in the West

OF

MILLINERY

jJ

rooms surra with private bath
Cuisine &nd
Large Sample
Table Service
A Boom for
Com
Unexcelled
mercial Travelers

at

...-..-

MRS. W. LINDHARDT'S,
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

means of the initiative and referendum.
The convention was in session until
about 10 o'clock naming the following 26 delegates each of whom will
have a half vote:
The Delegates,
Santa Fe County.
Arthur Seligman.
Cosme Herrera.

--

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

j

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an
V
phone.

:

..

Henry Pollard.

W. A. Williams.
Carlos Abreu.
Candelario Martinez.
W. T. Thornton.
M. T. Dunlavy.
A. P. Hill.
N. B. Laughlin.
Frank Delgado.
C. F. Easley.

FINE SAMPLE

'
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'

ROOM,

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50
Sheriff Jesus Romero of Albuquer he is disturbed."
Pronrietor.
que is the president of the Progres
v.i;:'.
And those who know DEMOCRATS COME
sive League.
BY EVERY TRAIN.
the sheriff and the pretensions of the
choice few behind the Progressive
League, smile! Sheriff Romero was
(Continued from page one.
elected to county office on a platform
Pedro Quintana.
and on promises of economy and low ever, that the 'Judge would prefer the
J. D. L. A. Carrillo.
er fees. Sheriff Romero, if the New bench to the governor s chair,
t,
Mexican's memory serves it right, preJohn D. Hart.' ".
They Will Mist Him.
sheriffs at
sided, over a lobby
The news was broken gently today - J. S. Candelario.
Santa Fe which persuaded the legisla- that
Thomas Doran.
Clark, the speaker of the
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot 4 Cold Baths.
ture to make a substantial increase. TTtnoaChamp
Alfredo. Delgado.
Electric Lights
and a rtrtt a1 Ttamnnrot will nnr
'
of fees for sheriffs although the in--; ftttend'
Gus
Hunter.
222 ,San Francisco Street
be ln
W
conventlol, but
c. LUPE; HERRERA, Prop
crease was noi quite w ai jesus
to attend the fair. For- - Meliton Castillo.
mero desired It to be. Jesus Romero; mer
Frank
Butt.
Governor Foik of Migsourl
is a good politician he is a charming.
Noberto S. Torres
v..
absenti it l8 8ald
and plausible gentleman personally, aUho hunavoldably
Marcelino Garcia.
m
ne wou,d
had h
uul ill iue luie ,ui a iciuiiutii- u 10 come to Santa Fe and
Domingo Pacheco.
speak here durG. Volney Howard.
ridiculous, and nothing kills off
the convention.
ing
quicker than making himself laughHowever, those who know say that
For hire at popular Briaoe-aug- olM
able. All hail to Jesus Romero, the there will be
and saddle hersea,
plenty of oratory on tap FIELD MEN HOLD "
of
the
HACK UNE
League
president
Progressive
.
(CZIICK'S
THEODORE
and that if there is room for the visitTERRITORIAL
MEETING.
CO&IICK,
,
of professional reformers!
"
ors in the Hall of Representatives
Mone iMk 1S2.
where the convention will be held, .eventy-nv- e
District Managers of
Brotherhood of American Yeo- -'
Progresslveness is to be found in there will not be disappointment eith- men Were In Attendance.
every clause of the Republican plat- -' er in the quality or range of voices
form and some of the planks are far that will "orate."
is
the
at
instinct
strongest
preservation
.
turned a Democratic majority that
.
,
in advance of any doctrine ever laid
272 Vote .
The Brotherhood of American Yeo mains of our natural resources.
for of human nature.
one time had exceeded 100,000
"This concerns every one of our
men
down by any party in New Mexico.
An American friend of Edmond
five
hundred delegates
Field
Men of New Mexico, met at
Although
Grover Cleveland, into a majority of
Such propositions as insurance of are expected, there will be but 272 ueigaao s hall Saturday, for instruc- 8,000,000 members.
Why should we Rostand says that the great dramatist
13 000 for Benjamin Harrison. CertainTHE REPUBLICAN JUDICIAL
employes in hazardous occupations, votes in the convention, as will be tions.
not concern ourselves about the wei- ?nce toM Wm ot a cur,u8 encounter
disThere, were) seventy-fiv- e
as
will
Just
insist
Mexico
New
TICKET.
ly,
such declarations as that for a strict seen by the following vote alloted to trict managers present from all over
magl8trat m
fare of, our certificate holders. Just as 2
7. ,
The New Mexican is pleased to re- corrupt practice act and a secret bat each of the twenty-sifirmly, that its leading industry be
town
the state of New Mexico. Business of
own.
counties:
v '
we ao aoout tne welfare of their famt
The argument that free cord that its fears as to the wisdom corrupt practices act and a secret bal-re- Bernalillo
protected.
It appears that Rostand hull hMn
17 vital importance was transacted ne
wool will mean cheaper clothing for ot an elective Judiciary in New Mexarter
to register the olrth of a
tney are dead. Milton
14 taining to the future'Work of the sep- lies
progressiveness. When the Re Chaves
...
the poor man. is a fallacy. Free hides ico have been allayed by the wise se- publican party first took a stand Colfax
16 arate districts of thi state; At the wrote, 'What boots it at one gate to friend's newly arrived son. The clerk
shoes.
not
have
lections that the Republican party has against slavery it was accused of
brought cheaper
registry office was an officious
10 conclusion of the business session F. niaae defense, and at another to let
As to the insincerity of the Demo- made for the Supreme bench and dis- being too radical,, of being anarchis Curry
in the foe?' Praternallsts stand at Mtle chap, bent on
W. Farmer made an address.
Dona
Ana
14
...1
carrying out the
,..
"
'
cratic party in its position on the trict courts.
the gate of poverty and defend against letter of the law. The following dia-tic, but time justified that progressive
11
Farmer Made Address.
"
"'
tariff, this same Democratic writer
but
With Frank W. Parker, Clarence J. stand, just as it will Justify the .pro Guadalupe
the
other
it,
ensued:
gate where poverty
7
Lincoln
. ..
F. W.: Farmer, speaking on frater- continues:
""Tour same, slrr .
Roberts and Edward Wright constitu- gressive stand taken by the party in;T.nn- originates Is wide open and Fraternal3
naiism, said: "The societies tf this ists take no heed! This situation may j ' "Edmond Rostand."
"The open confidence of Carnegie ting the first supreme court, New New Mexico doctrines - that are; in jicICinley
3
fraternal system arfi 'composed be described as a river in which man?!; f "Vocation
great
snd other Republican manufacturers Mexico may. well be proud of Its court
h
a
nun
of the common people.
Our member- human beings .struggling to
in Gorman and Brice, ought to have of last resort. , Though not old men, Die of eonal riehts for all men wMch'A
to the' "Man of letters and. member', of the
get
ship is made up of .'confajoa people
aroused the suspicion and partisan- they are mature in years; they have
shore, some succeeded and eome were French
Quay
the people Lincoln said tne Lord loved carried down the atresia, as drown!?- "VT academy."
.i well, sir.
Tou must
ship; of the Democrats and Populists experience; they are learned, and the Republican arch of prosperity, ad. Rip Arriba
because he made so many of them. ed. Away down the river a numher your name. Can von write,? if sign
who were devoted to tariff reform, possess the judicial temperament, and vancement and the square deal.
nnt
.
Rqosevelt
They are the people who blar the'biw- of people, called Fraternalists, were rou may make a cross."
and incited them to resent dictation best of all, their, integrity and their
Llpplncott's.
Sandoval
..
defas of our governmenf-'Whfight its assisting the unfortunates. It was a
by two of their number and to de- courage are not questioned even; by
In a diatribe yesterday, the Albu San Juan
6 natue and pay its taxes, ,: TSey are splendid
They already
mand that their majority of seven be political opponents.
thing, a charitablp thing, to '
venom
Journal
directed
its
querque
San Miguel
22 also the people who are
employed to register the will of their have made a record;' the decisions mainly against the
ground be- help the victims out of the water. It
And these, LidlnVto the exam-i7m- o
Santa Fe
13 tween the upper and
nether
party as presented in their platform, they have written compare well in candidates on the Republican 'ticket. Sierra
taat,on
one public
ofath
8Pln?ld
wS?
tUlg
5
of special privilege. They pay
7
is declared at the polls, personified scholarly diction, in logical reason- In the eyes of the Republican party, Socorro
0n
r00m' re what Andrew Carnegie la,
' work was
tribute
to
.
in
the
man
in their President, and as formulated ing, in sound legal doctrine with all citizens of New Mexico are Amerthe
rescue
who
""""--- x.
.
produces the
and dida raw
That this was not those to be found in any of the state icans, in the eyes of the Morning Jour- Taos
material,- - the manufacturer,' the
by the House.
UP.Vb- .t2Mn an fl.n
?t! "Member of the president's cabinet- .Torrance
fXT.
even
or
S."
luwholesaler, me retailer, the1. cflmmin.
the
the pebnle into it
Supreme nal
the result was due to circumstances reports
A British spy.'
they seem to be divided into union
12 ston men, and the
If the Republican Americans
"
well illustrated by the remark of the Court reports.
"Went to France to get help for the
railway lines that It Is well to pull the struggling ones
"Mexicans"
and
in
:
.
TVaTema-v43 transport both the raw
' "
"
London fish dealer: 'I am in. favor of state convention at Las Vegas had
.n
vi.
t,
material and out of poverty and distress; It would United States."
ncpuuuvau
yai ir, as J j
cjcb ui
the finished product They arecaueht ne oener n we would go up. the river
free trade ln everything but herring. not accomplished anything else,' it Larrazolo
"Best after dinner speaker in Amercitizens
has
all
declared,
ana atop tne pushing of people Into ica."
Total 27 both 'comin' and
The Senators from Maryland. West justified its wisdom, its Integrity and of New Mexico are equal; while the
,
"ylnd. we
poverty and distress. The Almlehtv
Virginia, and Alabama were against its patriotism by selecting men 'for Albuquerque paper intimates that a
"A steel magnet" '
emiming to oe iraternaUstsand
T J ,t
'
and permit these brothers intenaea mat this life should bn on. 4' "Invented wireless telegraphy."
any bill placing coal and iron ore on the supreme bench whose main recom distinction ought to be drawn between SANTA FE COUNTY ELECTS
and
not
J
forever
joyed
ot
vexed
"toll
our
with
the free list, and they were upheld by mendation is their fitness and their new comers and natives, and that the
"Oeneral
national
in the
resources by a few f
DEMOCRATIC DELEGATES.
well known Democratic magnates at character,
half the value their, labor produces, ana pain,
war."
natives should be relegated to the
to
As
the
the
district
interested
who
were
do
Judges,
eight
the North
noUmean that our societies or
and forced to pay tribute to wlckea
"Head of the steel trust" Every
largely
rear. It is an- - ugly thing this face
(Cnntinnort from face One.)
of these minerals, Republican district conventions have
i in the production
combinations in buying the necessi- our press should get into politics. Far body's Magazine.
as ugly as the campaign of
hatred,
done
v The Senators from Louisiana
C.
well.
Edward
insisted
Abbott, Reed slander and
vituperation that the. by Secretary A.- P. Hill. There was ties of life. The only consolation we from it. I believe both the dominant
that her sugar planters should not be Holloman, M. C. Mechem, M. E.
parties are doing the best
has inaugurated
Journal
SHE KNEW.
,a fairly good .attendance ' including give is that when the end comes we political
B. Holt, O. O. Askren, David
of
unrrifioed. and Senator Murphy,
win pay their families a benefit. To mey can ior tne people. But their
several
well
known
from
Democrats
demandJ.
F.
at
lived
are
and
who
Leahy,
Wilson,
best
Is poor enough. They need the
New York,
Percy
Troy,
other counties who are here to attend an outsider it might seem that our
The Republican party platform
ed that the industry of his town, be lawyers of recognized ability, men of
actions were premeditated. The assistance "of Organized Fraternallsm,
the state convention tomorrow.
doen
week
last
at
Las
on
Vegas
There are few, if any, reajjy serious
good character, who enjoy the respect
protected, and obtained a duty
.
our brnthorn
.
Attorney Charles F. Easley was poorer
V
well in not making the attitude of the
uwiv
,of their communities and districts.
linen collars and cuffs.
upon wifica thevpapieji are
questions
Alelected
need
our
chairman
and
they
permanent
insurance.'a
crime
Tjje
"Thu far-b- e framed his bill accord-- ; The New Mexican does not' see how individual toward the blue ballot
divided, and we need have Jkor fear of
fredo
01 me age has been the
Ortiz
Jose
Delgado,
secretary,
matter of party fealty. Any man may
exploitation
lng to Republican ; precedents, but an appointive judiciary .could ln any vote
0 four national resources by a few in- getting in a row among ourselves, if
for or against making the consti- y Baca, interpreting.
The words way be an Improvement upon these
we undertake to mould public opinion
f, there was worse behind.
The
on
condividuals.
resolutions
committee
In their greed for gold on some
' of the President and of Wilson, and a men selected to be placed on the Re- tution easily amended and still Temaln
of the great moral and ecosisting of former Governor W. T. they serve the worst master mnm nomic
a good Republican.
mass of facts supporting their guard- - publican ticket in New Mexico.
questions.:'
r
M. T. Dunlavy, J. D. L. A. faithfully than most Christian
Thornton,
serve
d utterances, Indicates that the sugar
At the close of his address he was
There "is nothing in the platform S?rr" Telesforo Trujillo and James the best: indeed, it teems that they loudly applauded.
THE MUGWUMPS AND INSURI
oraenf. then brought in their strive harder to lose heaven than the
WAS
ttlA aiivar tniRf.
Vl
GENTS.
The next meeting Is to be held at
SaTSfnfScts w!th
Saint
does
to
!J1U
ownermethod
Private
gain
There have been various offsprings
secured by taat corporation's
ship, and monopoly' of our great coa; Albuquerque on January 2nd.
of the Republican party which have ed by the Republican state convention brJef an)J to
irf indirect bribery and corruption
Tn
reaffl
th
The organization, embodied the
our
Iron ore,
"The Senate made six hundred and helped rather than retarded party sue at Las Vegas. The members of the the allegiance ' to the r Democratic adeposits,
jouc oil, which Field Men
of Texas and Arizona In
wise 'providence stored
' thirty-fou- r
In
The third party movements League can find everything they
the
amendments to the House cess.
earth
party; they favor, the election of Unit for ALL the
Brotherhood of American Yeomen,
tbe
.
U
114
TCI
nAaaAH
hV
Iti
never
,Lm
f,
have
want
within
the Republican party.
people,
V Nil
wrong. The
WW LUCU yfiOWM .1. "J w
prevented party triumph
ed States senators by the direct vote owners
of these naturarresourcet are Field Mens' Organization, of which F.
It went as usual to- at the polls. They served to bring
of the people; they endorse the direct
(July 8, 1894).
is president The secre'
There Is talk that the Progressiva primary Idea;, ask for "honest, effl selling the people whaMn all fairness W. Farmer Field
a conference and the decided disagree- - out a Digger vote and to increase ReMen's Association of
tary of the
is their own. I
Mr. Jones
oeu- publican majorities.
ana
ine
House
to
is
the
has
of
It
.been
thought you said yon
sacrifice
all
between
that
willing
League
neat
willjofflfcJlleve
cient, and worthy men" for officer de Carnegie
The Brotherhood of Americaateomen were going te Mral
be
Brick's five o'clock
a
with
otherwise
to
Owns
the
quarrel
its
rightfullyDemocracy. Third
ate was aggravated
'practically
principles for a rndsa nounce what they term tne ''RepubliR. U Baca.
this afternoon? It's after five now
naeful of
tveen the President and the Senate party movements have ever reduced of pottage from the Democratic state can ring," endorse the easier amend all the iron orethe
Mra.'JOB
all the metals, until I
There's no hurry. Her
their total vote. The MugfwunW the convention, Some people and ' some ing of the. constitution by
the title
, which came to a head from .Wilson's
voting deed from
are
tent U&O.to be resdr
o'clocfttt
from Gold Democrats, the Populists, the principles do not teem to
- . Fratamaiiata
letter
a
heaven.the
H6m
to
reaf-1
much
bring
'"yess" on the bine ballot; and
nading
-assUt to
, .
firm .belief
la irWch he denounced the Qreenbackers,, the Socialists, the anti- - in open market
a New Keica Wast Ad.
H
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST GO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00

FOR FINE

HEADQUARTERS

hre

Richardson is

FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
Dally, f Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Confectionery. Fruits and
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday

MILLINERY

Groceries

Sure We Are Busy!

&

Saturday
Attorney A. M. Edwards of Farming-ton-,
rnone, l&z
Is at the Palace Hotel.
ALSO HANDLES
Miss Antonio Silva leaves this week
GUTIERREZ, PROP.
tor Galisteo .to teach school there.
Wash Embroidery, Silk D. M. C. EmL. T. Hardy, the well known miller
broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet
of Espanola, was in the city SaturPbone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
c
days
Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Feji Martinez, the prominent capiand Center Pieces.
Tops
talist and real estate man of El Paso,
Is at the Palace hotel.
H. D. Burrall of the U. S. forestry to the Republican convention at Las j
;
w
..
service is at the Palace. He is ..ac- Vegas. .
'
Attorney John Y. Hewitt of White!
companied by his wife.
'. B. G,
Randall, delegate to the Las Oaks, Lincoln county, is heteto atVegas convention from Taos, is at the tend, the Democratic convention as a
Palace hotel on his way home. ,.
delegate. He Is a candidate for dis1:
I
?
i. H., Crist has returned from 'at- trict judge. , ,
tendance at the Democratic county Former Governor Herbert Hager-ma- n
of South Springs, Chaves county,
convention of Rio Arriba county.
Martin Chavez, delegate to the Dem- was at Albuquerque yesterday from
ocratic convention from San Patricio, Roswell and is expected to arrive in
Santa Fe today.
Lincoln county, is at the Palace.
a. C. Hernandez ' of Jierra Amarilla,
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo is
CORN-FE- D
home from Albuquerque which city he Rio Arriba county, was in the city
visited after the Las Vegas conven- Saturday, having returned from the
tion. V
Las Vegas convention to which he
L.
Bradford
f
Prince was a delegate. ,
went to Denver on Saturday where he Attorney J. M. Palmer, of Farming-ton- ,
will address the 'public lands conven
San Juan county, who was ablegtion. , tomorrow,
xie will return in ate to the Republican convention at
time to attend a meeting of the La Las Vegas, was in the city Saturday
Joya Land and Irrigation Company at on his way home,
La Jbya tomorrow. , i '
James T. Fay,' delegate to the ReH. E. Myers, delegate to the Las publican convention at Las Vegas
Home-Mad- e
Sausage,
Vegas convention," was here Saturday and who was former postmaster of
6n his way' to fiis home in Farmington, Farmington, was in the city Saturday
Blue Point Oysters, Fish
irv.-Saa
on his way home. v.
Felix H. Lester, former mayor of
and
W. C. McDonald,
POULTRY
of Carrizozo,
AlbuqiierqTie; is at the Montezuma chairman of the Democratic Central
hotel. He is a delegate to the Dem- Committee, returned today from' Taos FRUITS
VEGETABLES
ocratic convention.
vhere he attended the Democratic!
Former Governor L. Bradford Prince county convention,
Forbes' Quality
;i '
.
has gone to" Denver to' attend the conDelegate to Congress T;W; .''"H.'i Anand Steel-Cservation tonfcress toX which he was drews is visiting to the mining camps
of Grant county, but expects to return
30c
appointed.a dtfegate.
George F. Bruington of Aztec, San to Albuquerque this week and thence
Juan county, is registered at the Pal- will come to Santa Fe.
No better guarantee to
ace Hotel. He w a delegate to the
H. B. Hamilton of Carrizozo,' Lin'
'
Las Vegas convention. ' '
coln county, whd attended the Las Ve- offer than money back If
Antonio C. Pacheco, member of the! gas convention and is the nominee for not satisfactory when you
constituional convention and a dele- district attorney, was In the city Sat- deal
the Parlor Market.
gate trf'fciair Vegas," left for his home urday on his way home.
Antonio F. Joseph, of Ojo. Caliente,
in Taos county this forenoon.
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
W. E. Blanchard, delegate to the delegate from Taos county, to the
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
Democratic convention in Santa Fe,
lyas Vegas convention from Richardwho
and
is
a
candidate
for
son, Lincoln-countypassed through tion commissioner, is at the corpora
Palace)
the city Saturday on his way home.
hotel
William B. Prince came in from his
ranch in the Espanola valley to spend Frank Staplin, the editor of the
PROPRIETOR.
a few days at the home of his parents, Farmington Enterprise, and one of
San Juan county's leading businessand Mrs. L. B. Prince.
men, left for his home this forenoon
Mrs. Barbara Yrisarri, accompanied after
the Las Vegas conby her beautiful young daughter, Miss vention.attending
'
THE TIME TO BUY
Adalina Yrisarri, of L6s Angeles, is
Colonel Venceslao
the
visiting her sister, Mrs. Page B. Otero.! new chairman of the Jaramillo, cenHOT
WATER BOTTLES
Republican
A. B. Mcuaffey, a well known Incommittee, arrived Saturday from
surance man and delegate to the Dem- tral
Is
now.
We have just received
Las Vegas and is at the Palace hotel.
ocratic convention from Albuquerque, He will
make his headquarters here
alargelinedirect
fromfactory,
Bernalillo county, is at the Palace to conduct the work of
the campaign.
thereby insuring fresh foods.
hotel.
School Superintendent John
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward V. County
will leave Thursday for
Conway
of the second district, is at the Montezuma hotel. He was a delegate to Madrid, where, he will hold a parents'
The school opened
last
the Republican convention at las Ve- meeting.
witn miss Bditn Hickox as
Monaay,
"
-.
gas.
principal, and Miss. Willie Comer as
District"Attbrney Alexander, Read BSBisiani.
and son of Tierra Amarilla, are at
W. C. McDonald, chairman of the
the Palace. Mr. Read wag a delegate Democratic central' comnittee
and
prominent rancher, returned to the
city from a trip north and will be on
hand to look after Democratic affairs!
during the convention and the meetof the 'Democratic central comH, S.
& CO, ing
mittee.
Clement Hightower, delegate to the
Las Vegas convention and who was
clerk in the census office in Santa Fe
when the. last census was taken, passWhere Prices are
ed through the city: yesterday on his
LOWEST
way home to Capitan', Lincoln county.
While here he was greeted by his
FOR
many friends who were glad to see
We foarantee each and every Bot- him agajn.
tie we sell to last one year.
4
Congressman J. F. Sulzer a,nd Mrs.
Sulzer of New York, who have been
BUTT BROS. CO., J
in the northwest and are homeward
Always Reliable
4
bound from the Pacific coast, are in
DRUGGISTS
Santa Fe for the day. This is Mrs.
Sulzer's first visit but Mr. Sulzer has
Phone, Red M. NiihtPbone.Red 58. J
A
;.
been here before. He will address a
mass meeting tonight..
Malaqulas Martinez, territorial co&
oil inspector, nominated for lieutenHay
X
X
XX
ant governor on the Republican ticket, S
SAFE QUALITY.
arrived in Santa Fe "yesterday from
Los Vegas, where he attended the Reas a delegate
publican convention
from Taos county. Mr, Martinez will
PAINTING
.
.
remain here several days.
T. J. Mabry, member ot the constitutional convention, ' delegate from
;
Curry connty to the Democratic state
convention, editor of the qiovis Jour
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal- nal and candidate for state senator,
arrived today with the Curry county
atable and Refreshing. ADe--'.
delegation which included Charles A. PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
'
cided Aid to Digestion.
Scheurich, formerly of Santa Fe, O. L.
305 Sai Francispo Street.
, ;
" '
''!
Ji
.".''!
candidate for corporation comOwen,
(
th'ji.
L missioner, and H. L. Patton, H. A. XXX XX XX XX XX XXX XX
k FEW OF THOSE
M JUST
Jones, J. G. Magee and S. L. Brown.
EXTRA FANCY
Rev, B. F. Summers returned yes,
terday, afternoon from the territorial
Methodist Mission Conference at AlHe was assigned to the
buquerque,
.; ,
LEFT.
church at Estancia, and will leave
Santa Fe tomorrow. ;
CARPENTERS
Among the distinguished newspaAND
CABINET
MAKERS.
permen who arrived. this afternoon is
Editor W. B. Walton of the Silver City
Independent, until, recently a chairman of the Democratic territorial cen- FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
tral committee.
,r
Ked-AMAD-
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from Roswell.
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President
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Parlor Market
and Grocery

Because we have the real
f
Stock of
the City.

KANSAS

OUR

up-to-d-

.

SWEATERS
FOR THE

$8.50

Juan-ccunt-

3

.

Fresh-Dresse-

variety and quality in all colors.

M

IM

THOSE NIFTY AVIATION CAPS
.; ...u GO RIGHT WITH THEM.

i
Do not miss seeing oat Stock
5 nnMPANY

SELIGMAN
X

IT.1

WANT WE HAVE

P.

I-Don

v:

;

:

Phone 36

:

1

M!

i

- BEST

CLOSE-I-

N

RESIDENCE

THE MARKET.
BUY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
ON

LOTS

19 San Francisco
-

St.,

'

i

Santa

Fe, N. M.

rnone, itea lav.

ut

COFFEE,

j

LB.

' "

.

I Beautiful Hand - Painted China
The Very Litest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti-- ,
I
cle That You Might Be Interested In.
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
""

and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

WM. D. ARRIGHI

Staple

&

Fancy

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
,

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds
v

.

N

.

Vrite Pecos

Telefrapb Glorieta

wB FDr,

MULLIGAN & RISING,

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

-

,

.

In Our Immense New Windows I
You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Call and see" the beautiful Circassian Walnut
f

Parlor and Dininf Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

We have jutt received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Phone, 130 Red.

All of Next Week
SPECIAL SALE
on every article in our store at
mensely reduced prices.
ADOLPH

XXXXXXXXXXXXXK

and Grain,

Carriaje& Automobile

--

X

X

X

X X

Pure Hawaiian

SIGN PAINTING

Pine Apple Juice

HOUSE,

QOOD

fruit trees,
wells, chicken, house, 300
Ask about it before TOO LATE.
three-year-o- ld

40 acres in alfalfa.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

' Phone

Black No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Elberta Peaches

J. P. Steed

& Son

Welch's Grape Juice

H,S,Kftla

.

GO.

.

-

It

you want anytaing on carta try All Work Guaranteed.
Want ad In the New Mexlcas

Man Tailored to
--

--

ON THE LAMP-I- TS

Your-Measu- re

SUITS, GOATS AND SKIRTS
Customers and Friends are
Invited to inspect our

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

ATBR, LIGHT

Satisfaction

COK3PATTY,

ly

Guaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDES.

Pfecae. Red 115

IN SJYLE, QUALITY

L.J..

!J

AND

V ASHTJIGTOPI

,

FIT

:

-

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

.

cor-dial-

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS

inspection and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right; Pet away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive.: .Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get. ,

SATaTA;;v

X

80 acres all under ditch and exceptionally good fence.

SAVES

a J

X

X

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
You pay for, by having It right where you are using It. It saves on your light bill and
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
;

n
CO.

is THE BIGGEST BARGAIN
This must go NOW and
ever offered in Irrigated Lands.

LJ

10

X

STREET

w

im-

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

s

'A

I

t

E10FIT

X X X X X X X

-

and Mora Rivers, Holy Qbost, Willow and Bear Creeks

Pecos

NOTHING BETTER.

:

l

'

Pure Spring Water
$15 a Week

CO.

!

DOLE'S

Cold
No Invalids

THE MASTER TAILORS.

&

,

Groceries

Flour,

C' YONTZ, a'S"

Best of Pood

W. N. TOWNSEND

at

r

(Old Sparks Ranch)

These are our selections, and if you look them
over you will find there is a big difference.

HUE

O. C. WATSON & CO.
1

Gas-Roast- ed

--

i i
and Manhattan Avenue.

Gasper

00

'.

Ml:

O. Box,; 219.

to-$35.-

$2.50 to $5.00

d

,.

IF IT IS A SWEATER

WEEK

Children's Coats

I

Sweaters for. Everybody and at Prices
that you cannot equal anywhere. Every

THIS

Lamb

4

and for the BOYSr

SPECIAL

Ladies' Cloaks

Beef,

Veal and

FOR THE

SMEN

CITY

Pork,
Mutton,

LADIES, MISSES and CHILDREN,

i

ate

(SI
r-- di

AGE SIX
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I. Louis Rocky Nit, &

Pccific

Railway

,
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7 40
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35
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a50

10
9 35

10 00
2 30
2 47

46
55

3 07
3 45
8 35
4
4
5
5
6
6

6

68
76
82

16
43
00
10
18
2S
45

1910

.

.

Oerrososo

ft

Ar

94

00

1

80

liver, the heart ii not only starved but
poisoned as well. There are many conditions due to impure blood such as
dropsy, fainting spells, nervous debility
or the many scrofulous conditions, ulcers,
' vhixt swellings, etc. All
"
,'
can be overcome and cured by
fever-sores-

This supplies pure blood by aiding digestion, increasing assimilation and imparting tone to the whole circulatory system. Its a heart tonic and a great deal
more, having an alterative action on the liver and kidneys, it helps to eliminate
the poisons from the blood.
To enrich the blood and increase the red blood corpuscles, thereby feeding
the nerves on rich red blood and doing away with nervous irritability, take
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and do not permit a dishonest dealer
to insult your intelligence with the " just as good kind." The " Discovery "
has 40 years of cures behind it and contains no alcohol or narcotics. Ingredients plainly printed on wrapper.Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt ol
stamps to pay expense of wrapping and mailing only. Send 31
stamps
for the French
book. Address : Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

50
30
15
06
2 45
2 25
1 55

10 15
9 49.

one-ce-

I

65

cloth-boun-

9 05
8 20

llOollax

Ar.... ..Olmarron
Lv.... Olmarron

4
3
3
3
3

t.ie blood if poor and filled with the
poisons from diseased kidneys or inactive

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

(Read Up)

STATIONS

Lv..Des Motnes. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
Dedtnan
Uapulln ,
Vigil
Thompson
Cormtngham
.... Clifton
House N.M...
A.r
Raton. N. M
L
Lv
Ar
Raton, N.M
minoa House N M.. .
.8 Preston.
Koehler Junction .
.Koehler.,

0
4
11
16
20
25
31
42
49

A

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, tat

(Read Down)
19

Company.

.

GENERAL OFFICES

HEARjl

Lv
Ar

Nasn
Harlan
Cte Park, N. M...Lv

d

8 02
7 45

am

6 35
6 27
6 17

THE FORUM

6 00

pm

iOonnects at Colfax with E. P. & 8. W. Ry, train both North and South.
SStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Elizabeth town. N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally exoep;
adays. Fare fc.uu one way 13.50
trip; llfty pound baggage carried free.
O. 4 S. train leaves Des Mcines, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. .arrives
from th
-.

xi at

4:S8a. m

5. G. DEDMAN,

J.

Superintendent.

VAN

HOUTEN,
V. P. A, G. M..

F. M. WILLIAMS,
P. A tent.

a

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

Republican Progressiveness.
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 2.
I was very glad to read in the New
Mexican this morning your "editorial
regarding t open primaries. The New
Mexican being the leading paper and
the official organ of good Republitake the
canism, should, I think,
stand that you have taken.

In the primaries, the nomination

LSSr

of delegates by committee has given
an opportunity in the past to disgruntled and dissatisfied persons to
advance, with some show or reason,
the charge that the affairs of the Re
by
publican party were controlled
rings, special interests, etc.

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NBW
auzxivo CENTRAL to Torranca,

This charge is false, as they well
In order for any political
party to succeed and be effective, organization Is necessary, and to have
organization it is necessary that there
BEST
OR
If these leaders in the
be leaders.
oreanization are chosen by a fair
vote of the members of the party, no
charge of ring control can be susROUTE
WEST
tained. As a matter of fact a leader
in any party can only maintain his
control by reason of his ability to
secure the majority of the votes in
the primary, the convention or the
'
Par rates and full information address
election.
,
The primary Is really the place
EUGENE FOX, p.
where every voter should be able to
El Paso Texas.
express his opinion and cast his vote
If the primary Is
as he sees fit.
no one can
nen and above-boar- d
honestly claim that delegates elected
at such primary are under nng control.
In Dona Ana county, for the first
time in the history of the county,
there were open primaries. The name
of a chairman and secretary were
proposed in open meeting, seconded
As the purpose of
and voted upon.
the primary was to elect delegates to
the county convention, it was promised that this election be held In the
Any Republican
following manner:
voter in the primary could stand up
For the above occasion the
and nominate any candidate he desired or as many as he desired. The
names of the nominees as they were
proposed and seconded were written
upon a large blackboard which was
will protect one fare for the round trip
nlaced on the platform visible to
tveryone in the room. After all of
the nominations were made, (in some
cases more than forty , were nominat
ALL STATIONS ON ITS LINES IN NEWSMEXICO.
ft ed) a recess of five minutes was taken
to allow the voter time to prepare a
In preparing this ballot
ballot.
the voter could select from the names
$ cn the blackboard the delegate he deN M
SANTA
The ballots were
sired" to vote for.
ihen placed In the box on the platform and tellers appointed by the
SELLING DATES. From Aztec and Farmlnrtnn. Sen.
chair. In the counting of the ballots
tember 29 and 30; from Chama and Lumberton, September
30 and October 1 ; from Embudo and Espanola, October 1 and 2. J

THE

EAST

know.

a

II

DEMOCRATIC

STATE CONVENTION
SANTA FE:

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
FROM

I

TO

FP

ffl

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

the names were called off and the
count was placed on the blackboard
aftr each candidate's name as the
votes were announced for him. The
required number of delegates receiv
ing the highest number of votes were
the delegates elected.
Owing to the fact that the
custom
not only in this
county but in practically all of the
counties in the territory had been to
appoint a committee to present the
names of the delegates to the primary
a tentative list of delegates had of
The peculiar
course been prepared.
and gratifying result of the open
primary in this county was that In
practically every case the delegates
elected were (the delegates who would
have been selected by the committee.
In the county convention for the
nomination ' of thirteen delegates to
the state convention from this county,
this same identical plan was followed
with the same results. So far every
step taken In the campaign by the
Republican party of Dona Ana county
has been done In the open and every
voter present at every meeting has
had the opportunity to vote In the
freest manner.
The result in this county disproved
the
charge made by political opponents and a few disgrunof our own party to
tled
the effect that our affairs were manipulated by a ring, for the reason that
the very men who would have been
designated by the committee were elected by the people in an open election, which goes to show as I stated
above that in 99 cases out of 100 the
prominent men In Republican affairs
are only prominent because of their
ability to secure the votes in an open
time-honore- d

election.
By the time this reaches you the
state convention will have been held
and nearly all of the counties will
now proceed to call primaries and
hold county conventions for the nomination of county officials. I hope you
will Immediately begin a campaign
for the open Republican primary in
The Republican
all of the counties.
party has been for many years the
party of the people and it has only
been dominant because it has safeguarded the interests of the Individual voter. We should, therefore, as
and promulgate
Republicans adopt
every method possible which will Increase the Interest of the Individual
voter and which will permit him to
exercise his franchise ; in primary,
convention and elections In the freest
manner possible. ;
We call this down here the "Dons
..
Ana Method."

operation Between Farmer and Merchant,"
L. L. Klinefelter, Obar, N. M., "The
An Effort Should Be Made to Have Country Newspaper's Part In Dry
Farm Propaganda," :,
This Commonwealth Well and
Earl Scott, secretary New Mexico
Ably Represented.
division, Estancia, N. M., "Dry FarmIn New Mexico."
Why cannot New Mexico capture ing
the "biggest delegation" prize at the A BUSINESS EDUCATION
International Dry Farming Congress
m
EXPLAINED.

RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 8.

NEW MEXICO SPEAKERS
AT DRY FARMING CONGRESS

HOLIDAY

,

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.
'

4,

20.

1911

AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

Birdmen " of International Repute will thiill the crowd
for three days, October 1 1, 12 and 13
" BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct
13. This stake was given by the

$1 000

BLACK-WELL-

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL EVERT

DAY

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

r

Secretary-Manage-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

'

i!.:;.-S--

,

Parts cf The World

All

Sj72 MUilCJ
Holey

lww"

by Purchasing Wells
order.. Travelers'

tDBBfttaMy
Money Order

ISnign

m

St

8. S., Canada, Mexico

'S

"LuEs

BARNES, Agent.

J.

E. Goodell Will Be

In

Santa

Fe

Tomorrow.
The New Mexican is authorized to
announce that J. E. Goodell, manager
of The Albuquerque Business College,
will arrive in Santa Fe Tuesday and
will spend a day In the city. While
here, he will make his, headquarters
at the Palace Hotel, and will be pleas397 registered, after a spirited con- ed to meet those Interested In a Busitest with Idaho, Western Washington ness, Stenographic, or a Civil Service
and Canada. This year towns within Course.
The school he represents is the
100 miles of Colorado Springs - are
strongest Institution of its kind in the
barred.
Southwest.
The remarkable success
Exceptionally favorable , railroad
rates are offered and the congress pro--; ' which the school enjoys has been
gram and exposition plans are of such gained by the splendid record which
an attractive nature that great crowds ' it has made, and the accomplishments
are assured. It would be quite a of Us graduates. It has always held
feather In the state's cap to win the. aloof from the flashy, student-gettinReed trophy, and it can be done by j methods, so frequently employed. It
a little
and hurrah. The; maintains a high standard and .limits
best way to do It will be to organize its attendance to those whose age and
a "Dry Farming Congress" club In ev--! previous education are sufficient ,to
ery county and work with the agricul- enable them to derive the full benefits
of a business training.
tural school people.
The courses will be fully explained
New Mexico Speakers.
The following from New Mexico will by Mr. Goodell to those who call at
be among the speakers:
the Palace Hotel Tuesday afternoon
Professor Luther Foster, director or Wednesday forenoon.
New Mexico experiment station "Dry
Exactly So Eggs.
Fanning Obstacles."
There Is one place in Colorado
Professor J. D. TInsley dry farm- where you can
always get a fresh egg.
ing expert, Albuquerque, N. M., "Co The minute you say "eggs," the wait
er grins. He knows that an egg such
g

Foby (idiuy Pills
TONIC IN ACTION

C5SS1TTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH

J. D.

Colorado Springs, October 16 to
The state is going to send a large
number of people and if they will all
register and get together while there,
they can land the $150 silver cup.
This tropliy has been offered by the
V. Z. Reed Investment Company to
the state, province or commercial
body that sends the largest delegation. Last year at the Spokane congress, Montana won the prize with

.

at
9-1-

QUICK IN

MSULTt

Give prompt relief bom BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and an annoying URINARY
A positive boon to
IRREOULARITDJ8.
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
and far WOMEN.
TOOPL
For Ml by ail drvgglsts.

as delights the epicure is about to he
No store eggs hut eggs right
off the ranch. Any way you can think
of you can order these eggs served,
but always the same kind of eggs.
To secure this perfect egg service,
the Albany hotel of Denver contract
ed for the entire output Of the famous
Bear Creek poultry ranch, This is
one of the largest poultry ranches in
the, West. Its output this year will
.
aggregate $90,000. .
It Is through attention to details of
this kind that he Albany menu has at
'
tained its perfection.
yours.

,

'
.

MONDAY,

OCTOBER 2, 1911.

DESCRIBES GREAT GROWTH
OF SCOUT MOVEMENT.

If

THE- -

M.

Samuel A. Moffett, Business Secretary
After a Visit to the East is Astonished at Spread of Activities.
S. A. Moffett, Business Secretary
ot the Boy Scouts of America, who
recently made an extended trip to
tb middle west and the northwest
visiting many organizations of scouts
has returned to New Yory enthusi
astic over the growth of the Scout
movement.
It was his first trip of
inspection, and he was greatly sur
prised at the glimpses he got of the
Scout activities in the different parts
cf the country. Despite that aston
that the
ishment, he is convinced
scout movement is just beginning to
appeal to the boys and that Its
growth In the next year or two will
to even faster than In the past year.
The great need, he says, is the em
ployment of paid secretaries In each
city to guide the scout activities.
He says:
"I feel I have a larger vision of
the possibilities of the movement,
and have returned fully convinced of
the permanency of the Boy Scout
The rel
movement in this country.
ative value of the Scout movement
In any community depends' upon the
If
efficiency of the Local Council.
the members of the Council are fully
alive to the opportunity which this
movement presents for active work
among all classes of boys, and are
willing to raise a sufficient budget
to enable them to employ a Local
Commissioner to give the work
there can be little doubt as
to its permanency and its success in
that community. If the Local Coun
cil, however, Is not composed of men
who have this vision and is indifferent concerning the questions of sethen
curing an employed secretary
the work is bound to suffer as a conOur Scout Masters for
sequence.

the most part are voluntary workers
and when they give one evening a
week with perhaps a Saturday after
noon in addition to the boys in their
care, they cannot be expected to do
very much original work In prepara
tion for the Scout Meetings.
They
need direction and want to feel that
there is some one in the community
better than
who knows scoutcraft
they to whom they can come for adIf this advice and
vice and help.
help Is not forthcoming without a
great deal of effort on their part, they
become discouraged and give up the

work.
'Where proper supervision Is giv
en the Boy Scout movement Is doing
more for the welfare of all classes
of boys in the community, Irrespective of class or religious distinction,
than any other program of boy's
There are
work ever presented.
cities in the Middle West so thorthat every phase
oughly organized
of boy life In the community Is being
reached by the influence of Scout activities. The movement is adapting
itself not only to the wealthy boys
of the community, but to the boys
and
of the slums, to the newsboys,
to the foreign boys 'alike. The Scout
program is proving practicable as a
It can be
civic enterprise, because
successfully introduced and promoted
without the expenditure of a large
sum of money for equipment and
A budget of from
running expense.
enable
$2,000 to $5,000 a year will
any community to set up an effective
organization and employ a CommisIt will seem at once that the
sioner.
cost is Infinitesimal compared with
the possibilities for good citizenship
which the movement affords.
"Although the movement has but
recently been organized in this country, I was deeply Impressed with the
apparent effect that the Scout laws
are already having In the lives of
the scouts throughout the country. I
have never met a class of boys of
higher honor, better discipline, and
more obedient to authority than the
boys whom I have met on my trip.
I have had abundant proof of the
fact that a 'Scout's honor Is to be
trusted and that a Scout is obedient
to those to whom obedience is due.'
'As a social leveler, I do not know
of any institution that Is working out
a better feeling among boys generally
than is the Scout movement.
I have
been told by those in charge of insti
tutions for boys, where in the past
the authorities have had a great deal
cf trouble because of race distinctions
that these same boys, as scouts,
know no class distinction, and are
brothers In the truest sense of the
word. The character of boys of every
class are being moulded by the scout
teachings and precepts. - 1 am con
vinced that the marvelous develop
ment of the movement in this country
during the past year is but the be
ginning of a definite policy of work
for character building, which will in
crease in efficiency during the com
ing years If carefully guided by the
National and Local organizations."
Boy Scouts In Hawaii Increasing.
The Boy Scouts are rapidly increas
ing in numbers in Hawaii. There
are ten patrol boys in Honolulu and
suburbs numbering about eighty, who
are rapidly going through the various
tests to become second and first class
Scouts. Five Americans have received
commissions as Scout Masters sad
are working zealously with the hoys.
The need of such an organization
for boys in Hawaii: is outlined by
James A. Wilder, chairman of the
of the Boy
executive committee
Scouts of Honolulu.
He writes:
"Never have I known a place
where Scouting for Boys was more
needed than right here.
Races of
ell sorts degrees of class hatred are
springing up in all sorts not even men
tioned in the book and seemingly
an endemic variety. We hope to nip
it all in the bud. I think I can say
that we have done so. To bea Scout
Is getting to be a general wish among
our boys .and could we only get established thoroughly, I can promise
you the utmost loyalty and devotion
to the movement.
'.'
"Our woodcraft is altogether dif
ferent from that in the States so we
have voted to print a paper to be cal
led the 'Hawaiian
Boy Scouts Cf
America.'
The addition of Hawaiian
is merely a geographical necessity."

The right powder
at the right price
One cent an ounce

'23 ounces for 23 cents

price to pay for baking powder.

is the right

It's the price

BAKING

PiSBy CAN GUARANSLi

POWDER
sells for. Do not pay more; it's a waste of money.
K
Powder is pure, wholesome and effective in action. Results are sure and certain.
A trial will not only convince, but make you
a firm, fast friend. You really ought to know
for yourself what a wonderful baking help K C
Baking Powder is.
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The K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-marecipes, sent free upon receipt of the colored certificate packed in the
can. Send it today.
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Jaquea Mfg. Co., Chicago
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A. C. Pacheco, Arroyo Seco.
Malaqulas Martinez, Taos.
B. Montoya, Las Vegas.
James G. Chandler, Chicago.
Palace.
Frank V. Dulton, Cincinnati.
Reginald G. Cobbett, Tesuque.
Julian Trujillo, Chimayo.
H, Tagen, Chicago.
W. F. Wilhite, City.
J. M. Palmer, Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Martlnez,Park
James T. Fay, Farmington.
View.
George W. Prichard, City.
A. C. de Baca, Clenega.
Alexander Read and son, Tlerra
Serafin Otero, Casaus.
Amarilla.
G. Garcia, Lamy.
H. E. Myers, Farmington.'
Montezuma.
B. C. Hernandez, Tierra Amarilla.
A. M. Edwards, Farmington.
L. Beck, Kirtland.
George F. Sruington, Aztec.
W. H. Rhodes, St. Louis.
Frank Staplin, Farmington.
S. H. Merrlweather, Denver.
L. T. Hajdy,' Espanola. :
T. E. Moss, Albuquerque.
H. B. Hamilton, Carrizozo.
G. R. Roberts, Albuquerque.
W. S. Brady, Arabella.
R. D. Baer, Chicago.
Clement Hightower, Capitan.
A. G. Pollock, City.
W. E. Blanchard, Richardson."
Manuel Otero, City.
H. O. Bowman, Socorro.
C. S. Mooney, Albuquerque.
T. C. Poison, Gallup. ,
Henry Lutz, Lincoln.
Phil Gaynan, Chicago.
T. M. Du Bois, Corona.
R. R. TJrquhart, Denver.
J. W. Kribbs, Jr., Denver.
Matilda Coxe Stevenson, Washing
William Gregg, City.
ton.
George E. Curry, Santa Fe.
M. B. Scott, Aztec.
Tony A. Ferlet, Anthony, Dona Ana
C. M. Johnson, City.
county.
A. F. Joseph, Ojo Caliente.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Sellgman,
W.
George
Armljo, City.
and
child, City.
Carrizozo.
W. C. McDonald,
L. T. Hardy, Espanola.
A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque
W. E. Cogshell, City.
John Y. Hewitt, White Oaks.
Carl Coates, City.
Martin Chavez, San Patricio.
'
J. W. Ridge, Louisville.
Mrs. A. Dletzel, City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Kelly, Estancia.
Mrs. I. Rindflelsch, Raclhe.
E. Langston, Tucumcari.
L. T. Hardey, Espanola.
W. H. Roberts, Tucumcari.
B. G. Randall, Taos.
R. P. Donoho, Tucumcari.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Burrall, Forestry
E. F. Saxson, Tucumcari.
Service.
Tom Jackson, Tucumcari.
Col. Venceslao Jaramillo, El Rito.
Sila Maye, Tucumcari.
J. W. Hendrix, Willard.
C. A. Richardson, Roswell.
George Yates, Tucumcari.
C. L. Pollard, Espanola.
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas.
C. W. G. Ward, Las Vegas.
Orville Cook, Cimarron.
;
R. A. Irwin, Red Lake.
Felix Martinez, El Paso.
M. Prior, Omaha, Neb.
E. C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
I. Glass, Chicago.
Heb Michelson, New York.
C. B. Kolhausen, Raton.
T. E. Anderson, Albuquerque.
T. W. Medley, Magdalena.
Benjamin Sherrod, Raton.
H. L. Bickley, Raton.
Felix H. Lester, Albuquerque.
Thomas E. Owen, Folsom.
W. H. Sparkman, San Acacia.
H. M. Far man, Minneapolis.
H. M. Russell, Magdalena.
Mr. and Mrs. Longen, New York.
George T. Gibbony, Socorro.
John Morrow, Raton.
A. P. Tower, Cerrillos.
George B. Berlnger, Raton.
J. W. Medley, City.
Felix H. Lester, Albuquerque.
Victor Lopez, Lemitar.
A. Mann. Engle.
Ramon Gonzales, City.
A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
S. J. Shaffer, Madrid.
Coronado.
Aliton Silva, Madrid.
San Martin, Cerrillos.
M. Frederick, Albuquerque. '

Hotel Arrivals.

,

OF INTEREST TO
EVERY

f

PATRIOTIC SOI!

OF

NEW MEXICO

The handsomest, the most elaborate and
complete map of the State of New Mexi :o
is now ready for sale. Around the map
we have produced, handsomely engraved,
the photographs of the delegates who
framed the Constitution of the new State

Our map is the best, the most attractive and elegant ever made of
of any State when admitted Into the Union. It is in itself a souve
nir for the delegates and for any patriotic son of New Mexico. The
size of the map is 40x50 inches, printed In several colors? at the top
Is a rampant American Eagle, and at the bottom the Capitol of
Santa Fe with the brilliant Sun of the State rising behind the
,

It will

be a historical ornament for ev- ery office and home in the new State,

.

.

and every patriotic and public-spiritcitizen can hardly afford to be without
ed

v

one.

.'

We have two different classes of maps
First-clas-

$I0.C0

s,

Second-clas-

:

5.C3

s,

Send immediately your order to the

-

Lithograph Map Publishing Co.
P.O.Box 404,

it

tfiniul,

Ccld.
""it

:,-f-

'it1''

f
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-
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Modesto Martinez.
Manuel Borrego.
Trinidad C. de Baca.
J. P. Shumaker.
J. Gordon Smith.
J. Remigio Lopez.

FE III

SANTA

GALUTIE

ARRIVING

HUE,

DEMOCRATS

A Urge Crowd Will Be Here
For Opening of Convention

j

Tomorrow.
All Santa Fe is in gala attire in honor of her guests, the Democrats. The
last echo of the Las Vegas Republican convention has scarcely died away
and now the Democrats hold sway, to
put their state ticket in the field. And
as the Meadow City swarmed with visitors and had crowded hotels so the
Ancient City too, takes on a "great
city" air end is filled with visitors.
The hotel registers show numerous
reservations and even the parlors
have had to be changed into bed
rooms to accomodate the delegates.
Cots are seen lining the halls and
there is a wild rush for room in priSleeping outdoors
vate residences.
may be healthy, but the delegates and
visitors are used to shelter and are
going to find it even if cliff dwelling
like rooms have to be. pressed into
service.

The decorations are admired by all.
committee worked
The decorations
hard Saturday and even yesterday to
siring their hundreds of
pennants on copper wires and then
hoist them overhead in the heart of
the city. The hotel proprietors and
many of the business men have caught
the decorative idea and with many
yards of bunting, of the national colors
end of the colors of New Mexico, have
made their offices look resplendent
The Great Arch.
"Welcome to the Capital City,"
were the words, blazing with electric
lights, and suspended between two
columns, that arrested the attention'
of the passersby near the plaza last
night. The arch is at the southeast
corner of the plaza, a fitting place, as
it greeted every one arriving to the
center of the city. It Is hoped to make
this sign of welcome a permanent one.
The cupola of the Capitol last night
was ablaze with hundreds of electric
lights.
Many Friends Meet.
Today in the lobbies of the hotels
were many people who had not met
in months but who showed by their
warm handclasps and bright smiles
that they that they were friends.
These were not only Democrats but
Republicans as well, end men of both
parties called to each other as "Bill"
and "Jim" and other names that do
not suggest that "hostility" which is
bound to exist when tne great campaign is in full swing this month.
The day before the convention, is a
busy one for everybody and more or
less exciting, for there is no little curiosity in both parties to see whet ticket will be placed in the field by the
Democrats tomorrow and the next
vari-colore- d

day. ,
And realizing that hard workers
must have good food, for the proverb
says a man is as strong as his stom-

ach, the ,' restauranteurs and hotef
chefs are laying in a supply of viands
to tempt and satisfy the hungry man.
One restauranteur was pulled out of
bed this morning by a man with a basket under his arm. "I have a chicken
to sell you," said the basketed individual. And the restauranteur smiling,
replied: "Well I have a hundred, but
every little bit added to what you've
got is just a litle bit more."
DELEGATES TO DEMOCRATIC
STATE CONVENTION.
Did Not Hold
Conventions Until Saturday or Today.
The following 1b a partial list of del-

egates to the Democratic state convention which convenes in this city to-

morrow forenoon at 10 o'clock, in Ui9
Hall of Representatives at the capfr

tol:
'

'

1

'

Bernalillo County.
O. N. Marron.
Summers Burkhart.
H. B. Fergusson.
Felix Lester.
Warren Graham.
H. E. Herndon.
A. D. Graham. "
F. B. Kahnt
5-

Dr. L. G. Rice.
W. W. McClellan.
A. B. McGaffey.
A. Fleischer.
Dr. R. L. Hust.
.
Win. Kieke.
Dr. J. W. Colbert

John

I.

Hinkle.

John I. Hinkle.
J. W. Kinsinger.

W. E. Rogers.
George A. Davison.
W. L. Radney.
K. K. Scott.
W. R. Dooley.
John T. McClure.
James F. Hinkle.
W. B. Scott.
Thomas D. White.
C. C. Hill.
W. A. Dunn.
J. H. Mulroy.
David Calderon.
E. H. Howells.
Curry County.
W. D. McBee.
Fred W. James.

'

T. J. Mabry.

Harry

C. V. Steed.
S. L. Brown.
J. G. Magee.

Mi

O. L. Owen.

Dona Ana County.
N. C. Frenger.

Moffett
Manuel Najara.
Sierra County.

G. E.

J. D. Isaacs.
J. H. Paxton.

E. C. Wade, Jr.
Francisco' Robles.

F. M. Bojorquez.
J. H. Latham.
Diego Montoya.

Bennett.
Richard Travis.
C. O.

W. F. Jacoby.
Felipe Robles.
Eddy County.
G. U. McCrary.

Jackson.

.

0.

A.

Grant County.

Alvan N. White.
'
Frank Vesely.
'
James Wiley.
F. Gonzales.
Van T. Manville.
Jackson Agee.,
W. B. Walton.
A. L. Owens.
Harry T. Martin.
"
W. A. Tenney.
Wayne C. Wilson. ...
Eugene Cosgrove.
Venturo Vencomo.
George Haner.
Guadalupe County.
Felipe Sanchez y Baca.
J. M. Casaus. '
iSerafin Otero.
D. W. Cotter.
M. R. Baker. .
Pelagio Casaus.
F. A. Manzanares.
C. E. McGinnis.

E. D.

:;
'

&

W.

w

'

It ilnaoa.

"
.

V

.

-

Joseph ?2imoti.
it r&
.

Tlttman.

I,

,

.
z--

:i

--

'

.'.

f

E. D Tlttmann.
C. J. Graham.

t4"

a

Taos County.
William Frayne.

Alexander Gusdorf.
vVincent Thomas.
Porflrio Abreu.
Antonio F. Joseph.
Sylviano Chaves.

14

Reyes N. Martinez.
Patricio Lopez.
Torrance County,
W. C. Wasson.
i
F. F. Jennings.

S. P. Morrison.
Manuel B. Baca. .......
Lincoln County.

Y. Hewitt, White Oaks.
W. C. McDonald, Carrizozo.
Dr. G. Ranniger, Oscuro.
Porflrio Chavez, Lincoln.
Frank Salazar, Lincoln.
Martin Chavez, San Patricio.
Paul Mayer, White Oaks.
Luan County.
J. A. Mahoney, Deming.
John Corbett, Deming.
James R. Waddlll, Deming.
Quay County.
E. F. Saxon, Tucumcarl. .

John

W. A. Bruraback.
L. E. Herndon.
J. L. Lobb.
C. R. Easley.

R. P. Doschoo, Tucumcarl.
C. H. Parsons, Tucumcarl.
George Majors, Tucumcarl
'Benito Baca, TncumcarL
Max Tafoya, Tucumcarl.
w. H. Rooerts, Tucumcarl.
George Yates,, Forest.
Thomas Jackson, Tucumcarl.
Florencio Martinet, Revuelto.
r. L. Owens, san Jon. '
IB. Lnsiton, Tucumcarl.

j

Tncumeart.
W.Mora

"

county.
,UMUf Calipee,- -,
Bugealo aoawro,
Zmoftl Ctrdx y iCttttas,
V

it

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. ft A. M.

Regular communl-cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

J. F. Lasater.
J. P. Dunlavy.

,

Mayor Arthur Seligman.

Dr. E. A. Black.
C. M. Milbourn.
C. W. Bennett.
C. R. Greenfield.
R.
Hltt
E. W. Roberson.
J. S. Ward.

Cosme Herrera.
Henry Pollard.

.

t.

W. A. Williams.
Carlos Abreu.
Candelarlo Martinez.
W. T. Thornton.
M. T. Dunlavy.
A. P. Hill.
N. B. Laughlin.

Smith.

M.

.

Brittain.

''

M.

Higgins.

T. d: Lefb.
George B. Berlnger.

Chsrle

Hood..-

Master
Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular

1, R. A. M.

J.

JW.

DIAZ,

p.m.

y

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe ixdge ef
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

32.

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS,

82

'

Secretary.

a

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are invitee and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

,
-

-

union County.
Jobm A. Pace. .

County Conventions.

The New Mexican Priming Com
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets espeeially for the use of u
aces of the peace. They are especial
ly ruled, with printed headings, la
either Spanish or English, made ot
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall nul
Index In front and the fees of Justlcef
of the peace and cons tables printed
In full on the flrst page. The pases
Combined Civil and CrliLit-- J . . 4.0C
are 10
Inches. These books art
made np in civO and criminal dockets.
separate of 31 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pases civil and S20 pagftt
criminal. To Introduce them they art
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
tl.'.l
For

45

cents s4i'donal tor

a slngis

independent Order et Beavers.
SanU Fe Dam No. 80, L O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.
'

GEO. W. PRICHARD.
C. J. NEIS,

Secretary."
P. W. FARMER
Homestead

No.

287.
Brotherhood

of

American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thurs
days, Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman,
'

m

V

docket, or 55 cents additional for
combination docket, they will be sent
by null or prepaid express. Cash Is
full must accompany
order. 8tau
plainly whether English or Spanish
prUrtad heading Is wanted.

President

'

m

S

C. G. Richie, Cor.
See. Mrs. Daisy

Farmer.

,

Herewith are some bargains offered
Santa Fe Camp
by the New Mexican PrintingCom- 13514, M. W. A.
pa ay: Cede ef Civil Precednre of the
.fleets second Tues
Territory of New Mexico, 18J7. sheep
day each month, so
bound, $1 paper bound. 75c Missouri
clal meeting tlird
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Viating neigh- Headings. $6; the two for tlO.
to New Mexico Code, Lawi bors welcome.
Adapted
At the Gringo Mine, a tstory well ef New Msxieo, 2SS9. 1S91 and 1903.
'
L. G. WHITTIER, Consul
worth seeing. It's at the Elks' tonight Bngllsh and
Spanish pamphlets, 2.25; CHaS. a. RISING. Cler.
felt leather 13.
Sheriff's Flexlbh
Ceror Poek't Dockets, single, $L86,
8anta Fe Camp No.
two er mere books, SI each.
New
6873, R. N. A. meets
Relieves
of; M'xice Supreme Court Reports, Nos
fourth Tuesday of
10
83.20
and
Inclusive,
each. Com
each month: so'

CATARRH

-

r

Bitter Crow.
after voting
Democratic
tickets forty-tw- o
years,' thinks the morsels administered by the San Juan county "Dem
ocracy" (?) very bitter. He congrat
ulates himself on being cast out in
company with Judge R. C. McRee, who
had voted for the same ticket about
forty-fiv- e
years when he was denounced as an "old fogy" in a Demo
cratic (?) convention at Farmlngton by
some of the present young "Democracy"? A. B. sayB he has highly hon
orable company to keet . Aztec Index.
Eating

A. B. McClure

Republican

Hi-

Cecil Mann.
Florencio Trujillo. .
W. C Brown,
J. P. Hutchinson.
C. S- - Worley.
Samuel Romero.
H. J. KlmbalL
George King.

Eade Brackett.
Julius Vhlfelder.

H. H. DORMAN,

New Merle

Marcelino Garcia.
Domingo Pacheco.
G. Volney Howard.
Judicial and Legislative Delegates.
J. W. Norment
Nicanor Baca.
'
E. D. Shea.
Felix Valdez.
W. AL SHERIDAN, M. D.
P. Garcia.
Juan G. Roybal.
Diseases.
Jose Cruz.
J. W. Mayes.
THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH'
Thomas Shaffer.
TESTS. SALVARSAN 606"
Pedro Jimenez.
ADMINISTERED.
Andreas C. de Baca.
George Blunt.
Chemical and Microscopical Ex
H. S. Lutz.
aminations of blood, sputum, urine
Delegates Delayed.
contents. Directions
and
Delegates from other counties in for gastric
collecting specimens given op
cluding Chaves,; with the special car,
containing 75 delegates from the low application.
er Pecos valley, are expected in this State Nat. Bank Bld Albuquerque N M
afternoon, train No. 10 having been
late again. Delegates from the north
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
are also delayed but will be in this
Dentist
afternoon. The list of delegates from
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
other counties will be published to
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
morrow.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment
POLITICS

Thus far only Grant and Quay
county Republicans have put their
county tickets in the field. 'San Juan
at
county will hold Its convention
Aztec on October 10 and Its primaries
on October 5. Torrance county will
hold its convention at Willard on
October 16. The primaries are to be
held on October
13.' Taos county
holds its convention at Taos on Octo
ber 9, the primaries being called for
October 5. .;, Rio Arriba county will
hold its convention at El Rito on October 16 and its primaries on October
12. Union county Republicans will
meet at Clayton on October 10.

if

Severiano Martinez.
Anastaclo Herrera.
Orville Cook.
S. E. Pelphry.
J. J. Shuler.
R. A. Irwin.
Charles Rohr.
Miguel Archuleta.
Thomas Owen.
Emllio Valdez.
John Brosend.
J. F. Fernandez.
C. B. Kohnlhousen.
J. R. Gaines.

J.

....

7.30.

CHAS. El LINNE7.

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACE
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.

(Contined From Page Three.)

Colfax County.
John Morrow.

Sitae

Fraternal Societies

INDJOIITIGIMIS

Dr. C. D. Ottosen.
J. A. Goodrich.

C.: P. Saxon.

,

DR.

Genito-Urinar-

M

-

B. TSnnehllL

LuehnWa.
x p. wute.'

f

X

Frank Butt.
Noberto S. Torres.

i

John W. Lanier.
Ira Pennington.
W. H. Land.
0. M. Sanchez.
8anta Fe County.
Arthur Seligman.

Benjamin Sherrod.
Felix Martinez.
.
H.L.Bickly- -

.

Sisneros.

S. P. Edmondson.

4

Richardson.

Phone 231.

convocation second
Monday of each month
'
Investments
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
Latds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
JOHN H. WALKER.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have tor sale general stocks ol
H. P.
Retail Lumber Yard ARTHUR SELIGMAK. Secretary.
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
Santa Fe Commander)
throughout Taos county.
No. 1. K. T. Regular
Bank References Furnished
- conclave fourth Mon- New Mexico
Taos,
m4
mAnt h easj
dov In aaelt
aa muuuA
i3 !:" lJ-:i- miv
Vf
Masonic Hall at 7:20

Thomas Doran.
Alfredo Delgado.
Gus Hunter.
Mellton Castillo.

Henry Taylor.

' v

W..T. Joyner.
W. T. Prajrtor.

' 1

-

Carlos Comey.

'

J. W. Stockard.,
O. L. Ballard. -

A1

IDANOg HABERE

-a

M. B.

a

--

change.

PROBERT A COMPANY

Paz Valverde.
N. E. Charlton.
R. G. Hornbeck.

,

,,

platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied
All repair work and typewrltes guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-

Attornty-at-La-

'f;t

A. C. Heard.
A. A. Davis.
J. B. Harvey.
P. Getzewjller.
W. G. Woerner.
J. L. Emerson.
J. M. Wood.
Scott Etter.

'

v

adjusted and repaired. New

New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

.......

'

W'

Lucero.

-

TYPEWRJTERS.
Cleaned,

.

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Henry Epler.

Chvs

WANTED Pay or board at start to
New Mexico learn trades. Automobiles, Electricity, Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
work on jobs. Only few months reG. W. FRICHARD
No
quired.
drudgery.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law d 200 studentsapprenticeship
last year. Catalogue
Practice in all thr Dhtrlct Coun-tnfree. United Trade School, Los Angives special uttefitWn to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court geles.
AGENTS WANTED First-clas- s
for
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
this and surrounding counties, for the
"NEW STANDARD 1910 Census ATHARRY D. MOULTON
LAS of the World." Agents making
Best of
$40.00 to $60.00 per week.
Attorney-at-Laterms. Also Agents for
easy selling JUVENILE and HOLIDAY Books. Combination Outfit postSanta Fe, N. M.
paid only 20c. 50 per cent commission
to agents. Full particulars free. Ad
dress A. B. KUHLMAN, Publisher, 130
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Banta Fe.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts to
the Territory.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
V

G. E. Moffett.

Gablno Baca.
Monte Goodin.

,

Aitorncy-al-La-

Practice in the District and "SPrompt and careful
upreme Courts.
attention given 10 all business.

H. L. ORTIZ,

Baylor Tiplett.

'

WANTED Woman cashier who can
speak English and Spanish. Call at
Coronado Restaurant.

E. C. A3BOTT

Taos,

J.

Manuel Sedillo.
,
Leonardo Hunick.
'
Manuel E. Vigil.
;
J. A, Montoya
,
Don Gurule.
,
DIomcio cnavez.
,
Isaac Barthi
,
Joaquin Martinet.. ;
1
''
Andres Romero.
',
County.
J, C. Peck.
t ,
J.W. Poe.

Is

Attorneys-at-Law-

-

.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 102
Chapelle.
Practice in tje Distrt t Court a
FOR RENT Bearr7HomerPos"ie
cell as before the Supreme Court o sion Oct.
1st Apply to J. M. Diaz.
the territory.
Six roomed brick cot
FOR
RENT
New Mexico.
Las Cruces.
tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat.
son & Co.
C. W. G. WARD
FOR SALE Afew fine" Barred PlyAttorn
District
y
Territorial
mouth Rock chickens.
Apply Mrs.
Counties
For San Miguel and Mora
Dud row.
New Mexico.
Vegas,
Attorneyt-at-La-

Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department

,

,

HOLT A SUTHERLAND

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

L. P. Spalding.
A. W. Hockenhull.
A. L. Edwards.
J. E. Cnrren.
H. D. Terrell.
J. W. Childers.
Will Cavendar.

S.

WANTS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Alternates:
F. Foster Scott, Jr.

J.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Chas. R. Eatley
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Efltan- cla, N. M.

(Sj

:

Patton.

L.

.

'

Alfonso F. Romero.
Fabian Chavez.
Otero County.
Byron Sherry.
George B. Bent.
J. L. Lawson.
H. S. Holloway.
L. R. Hughes.
H. M. Denney.

'

I. Chacon.
'. Florencio Zamora.

Prank Hall. .
8. &. Gilbert.

i

C. A. Scheurich.
C. E. Dennis.

WHIard S. Hopewell.
Rev. S. E. Allison.
A.

j

Jones.

S. A.

'

A. Skinner.
Dr. D. H. Carnes.
A. B. Waters.

T.

n

W. H. Pelphrey.
Sesarto Duran.
Dr. J. R. Gilbert.
Rosallo Lopez.
Alex. Hill.
W. E. Warren.

J.

.

'

"The Barrier," adapted by Eugene and the time is summer. In the first
Presby from Rex Beach's famous and second acts the scene is the instory of life in the Yukon country terior of Gale's store, a very picturwill open the theatrical season at the. esque stage setting.
Elks Theatre Friday night. The play; A
living room in the same structure
made an emphatic hit in New York !s shown
in the third act and in the
and on the Eastern and Middle West-er- l&st act the
military barracks are real
circuits last season.
istically presented.
Competent critics have pronounced
All the love making that made the
it a much better drama
than its' story a "best seller" for several
authors previous success "The Spoil- vontbs Is condensed into four acts.
ers," because its plot is equally inter The duel that forms one of the most
esting but unraveled with finer skill. exciting
of the story is
vhile all the gripping episodes of the fought in chapters
full view of the audience.
novel are retained, they are mellowed
Eleanor Haber has been specially
to meet the requirements of those
to impersonate "Xecia" and
engaged
theatre goers who prefer realism to with Lee Millar
as "Captain Burrell,"
"The
Barrier" thrills and Xorman MacGregor as "John
extravagance.
by legitimate means.
Gale," and a capable supporting com
Flambeau, a trading station on the pany, a treat of satisfying proportions
Alaskan river, is the place of action. )s assured.

V.

Alternates.

Benigno Padilla.

A Number of Counties

Plays'" Players

Jacob Floersheim.
Ricardo Romero.
Alternates.
Pablo Mares.
Francisco Atencio. '
Inocencio Montoya.
Tlburcio Martinez.
John Wooten.
Frank Rimbert
Granville Kitchell.
Vincente F. Mares.
Jacobo Pando.
Rafael Romero y Valdez.

Many Colored Pennante
Adorn the Streets and
Buildings
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Francisco

Dslgado.

Prank Delgado.
C. P. Easley.
Pedro Culntana.
J. D. L. A. Carrillo.
Ramon Bandoval.
John D. Hart
3. & Candelarlo.

BLADDER; IdlaUea Corporation Lavs,
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Mining Laws, 0 e Money's
Mgeet ef New Mexico Reports, full
Shoes. SAM; fall list school blanks

cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'
Hsu. Visiting
neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICEROY,

A Comedy Well Worth Seeing
,
"Swat the Fly." A big laugh, it's FLORENCE RISING.
Recorder.
at the Elks tonight

.

OrecJsV;
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THE SAX1A

4

Andrews "Cash" no.

GROCERY

BAKERY

MARKET

AND

" UNCLE SAM "
We Buy

the Best

VALUABLE advice
for consumptives. Think health, not disease, stop
experimenting, follow nature; look up,
not down, above all resolve "I will get
well." Our little "Sunshine" booklet
brightens the way. Postal addressed
"Nature's Creation," Columbus, Ohio,
X
brings it free of charge.
X
it you want anything on earth try X
X
MeyWn Want Ad.
X

HAYWARQ'S

K. C. Meats.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

92.... Phone.. ..92

I Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

i

IE

MONDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1911.

City Bank Building.
iFeans should see to it that the style
Heavy Wind at Las Vegas A heavy cf their houses conform to the spirit
wma ai u&a vegas today, ipterierea oi me country. only the Mission
style
with the telegraph wiresAt Santa it seems to me would suit this' land
Fe the air was calm and the weather that enjoys the Andalusian skies."
was ideal.
WILLIAM SULZER HERE;
.. ;
.'.-X
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2.
WILL 8PEAK TONIGHT.
The weather for New Mexico X
Spanish and American Dinner1 The
is generally cloudy tonight with X Indies of ,the Cathedral paiisjti;will on
Continued from Pace One.
local rain and colder in north X Wednesday, beginning atrjw o'clock
-a
dinner
noon,
give
portion.
Tuesday cooler and X
will prove a treat to all
X ' a; Library hall. Admission 50 cents. dress tonight
probably fair.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX The Weather The maximum temp-- , who hear it.
Mr. Sulzer Talk.
Jerature yesterday was 68 degrees and
on the porch of the Palace
'Seated
65
ion
minimum
the
degrees,
Special Price on the Davenport Roll- wasSaturday
51 degrees last night:
On- - Sat-- . hotel Mr. iSulzer said this afternoon:
er Bearing Wagons at Goebels.
ns nf an Inch M rln
was
there
regrei tnai i cannot remaia over
urday
Stenographer Mrs. A. Porterfield.
Vandals at Work Some vandal to-- here t0 attend the DemocraUc conven-da- y
Room 9 and 10 Laughlin Block.
placed sand in the gasoline of an tion Dut 1 am scheduled to speaks in
See the Big Mistake the Jealous automobile, a despicable trick similar Denver Wednesuay night and I must
Husband makes at the Elks' tonight.
to that played on several machines leave Santa Fe tomorrow morning. I
Milk and Cream always on band last week, when salt was poured Into am Intensely pleased to be lu New
Mexico and to see this territory ad- at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, the tanks of several autos.
188.
V;
J. E. Goodell, manager of the Albu-- ! ?""ed a a 'Iu" fldged, Blste
V
I have been
...
statehood
,
,r
!,,..
Monteiuma Lodge There will be a
i oii.Y , New Mexico for
wnwc,
seeTew" Mexico
meeting this. .evening of Montezuma
the M.
Lodge, A. F. A. M., to confer
Iso endowed with all the rights
'
M. degree..,
state should have. I would see her
uo,
Albuquerque
A. B. Rene-haill Instal Elevator
and run.
,nt0
unlQn ow
Delegate., now that you are here,lni
has just let a contract to the Otis
everythlng ,n the state x am
us
of
show
let
shoes
a
what
yo
lme
Elevator Company for the installation
tn
nt,
of an electric elevator in the Capital we carry. See our advertisement on from Wa8hIngton.
x thlnk each state
" '
" "
vB
can
her own affairs and I
shoe stock in the state than what we oudmanage
have
New
h
Mex,c0 maM
'
.
narrv .Trtnti Pfinoiror
wants in viva
.
0
anairs, Indians included.
Z
vnn a
a
vnn a
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Spanish-America-
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T

Phone No. 4;
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WHEN BUYING A WATCH GET THE BEST
that meets every demand for perfect serviceone that
combines perfection in the works style and character in the
case to satisfy and please individual taste and requirements
All Kind
.lewelrvnf
imMr
v w ii was
Va

92.. .Phone ..92

One

0:

Mounted Gold and Silver
Filigree Work

ROSES, Pink and While.
SWEET PEAS.
ASTERS,
CACTUS DAHLIAS, Lomf Stemmed,
At the

Diamond Goods

Pink, White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.
1 . . Phone

SecQnd-Han-

d

U
m

uj
j
)

o

z
DQ

FOR SALE BY
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Co.

3O

ra

Lfii

Ii

SWEET PEAS,

O

70,

Highet;Cash Price Paid for

Fr0

Second-Han-

5

Goods.

Second-Han- d

BLACK.

m

'

o
VI

.t ty

-

Friday, October

!

THE
BARRIER

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
415 Palace Avenue.

-:- -

t,

-

PANSIES.
Phone, Black 204.

11

NECIA

A.,

'

TME BIG STOME

rfrjJL.

'

tailtoing depabMentI
am

Imported and (Domestic Samples to select from,
ii
11 a 1
VI not only the best that was ever shown in Santa Ho
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD!
Our Sort of Tailoring is an "Art" not an " Indiistry"
i

'

"

V&AtA

V

M

ft

I

T..?Ayv WU I?
Copynght

iWILL

not Scbaffner

te

U''i?jlft-i&,-

6th.

1

n

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

SANTA FE, N.'M.
"'

COLUMN DO IT.

Eleaner Haber

DAHLIAS,

70

2

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

d

LET THE WANT

T I

east-"Spli-

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

fj.n

cents s!!faonal tor a single

docket, or 55 cents additional for. a
combination docket, they will be seat
by mail or prepaid express. Cash la
fall mast , accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed beading Is wanted.

-

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, n

New and

D

are Scientific Plumbers

c

0

d,.

eQOf

12

Our practice conforms to the most m:
methods.
e believe in the recommendation
001
secures, and employ only highly skilled
intelligent workmen, being thus abie to
guarantee all work we do.
??
F Our customers
Incur no risk of any
kind, for in addition to our guaranteed
plumbing, we install
tmdoMr guar
anteed fixtures the finest of their kind.
Let us estimate for you.

S. SPITZ, THE JEWELER

Dealer iu New and

Criminal

4E

A good live advertisement In the
Want column of the New Mexican will
not looking for shoes. , v
I rent any property that Is rentable.
I ,
2?
some one that wants
There is
W Make Arch Peranent-A- -h X
"ict long In advance what you always
have got, but you must let
Fischer has offered to subscribe $10 aEd 1 my
Cann0t M? JU8t Wnat
them know it
tnwrH m.Hn, th WanHf,,! MH Ui
think about tonight. I hope, however,
.
y,0
speech will be In a happy vein,
i it
k
Mofi.M- If- you want anything on earth ;try
1 mleresl 10 811
be honed that others will add sub-- i
a New Mexican want ad.
Mr- Sulzer
said
he
had Just been
scriptions to raise the small amount!
necessary. - On all festal -- occasions, 't0 Alaska with Secretary Fisher's
that as soon as Congress
j party and
the arch would be illumined..
'
Toriiahrs Proaram ati the Elks': opens' Alaska will "loom big In v the
"At the Gringo Mine,"! "The Jealous ; Political horizon,
Husband," and "Swat the Fly" One Asked what he thought of the effect
of Mr. Taft's tour through the west
show at 8 o'clock.
in anchor Mimni nf tndnv'a launo lie said: "I would rather not answei
vnn win find th nrofeBsintidi card nf tnat Question, Sir. Not until 1912,
Dr. W. Hume Brown who has opened 1hen Wbav we shall see."
First Transcontinental Tour of
ant o Thomi- tliflf V.v Tovl nn will
the south side of the plaza.
. (tT"V
A A
r.ntln
tt.bnf
.J
.t.U
auucu.
"
Vnnma
iyccp
ThoBo
Snit.'a Walrv Btnr.
down In your own heart, don't you ieel
have been thoroughly renovated and that
way?"
present a pleasing appearance, with
"No," answered the interviewer, "1
the new furniture and thefine equip- have
$100 bet the other way."
ment' that Dr. Brown has'- - installed.
Mr. Sulzer laughed and said: "Then
is
of
most
the
Everything
you will have yet time to hedge. Take
and modern type, sanitary to the high a friend's advice, young man, hedge
Dramatization by Eugene Pres-- "
est degree and everything operated and hedge soon."
v v.
by electricity. "Dr. Brown 'formerly
bury of Rex Beach's great story
Sulzer's Advice.
of the last frontier, Alaska i
practiced dentistry at Clayton, New
Mr. Sulzer gave some fatherly adMexico, and stands high in his profes- vice to young Democratic delegates
PRODUCTION,
sion and will be glad, to greet his who arrived at the hotel. He told COMPLETE SCENIC
'
friends. at his offices.
them that their 'plain duty' Is to do to C:t
Cast.
Full
New;
York
Styles-DiscusMission
Pleads for
the RemiMican nartv what ithe Demo.
it Direct from the lone run at the
sing architecture of the buildings of crats had 'done in the
Santa Fe, Representative Wllilamt SU1- - wide open," he said, "but don't'' be too New Amsterdam
Theatre, with
zer whp spent some time in Central harsh about It"
and South America, sai4c;;eyeral
keen
Mr. Sulzer evidently has a
Santa Feans today: "Santa' Fe is a sense of humor, especially when he
most charming city but I think the discusses wielding of political
AS
of its. charm will rest In axes. ';
''
y-;the hands of the new house builders.:
have lived in South America aid like1 Are You a Seller? An advertise-everyon- e
else I admired the Spanish ment in the classified columns of the
style of architecture, the immense one New Mexican will put your real estate
RICES. 75c, $ 1.00, $1.5
story houses with, patios In the cen-- on the market effectively. It will put
ter, rivaling in beauty' any residences the factB of your property before tlr Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store
in New York City. I am sure Santa eyes of all possible buyers.
:
Tuesday.
Avon' Trimicrn'

!

. . . CLARENDON GARDENS

We

And

DAVID LOWITZKI,

or

For

ELK'S THEATRE

Decorated China

z

,h. .M
TZZ

.

Sterling Silver,
Cut Glass,

E

SJT ff.fc.

Civil
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0

IN EXQUISITE DESIGNS

c., uun

nann-enalr-

iKIl UIIIWV

J

T
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The New Mexican Printing Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, la
either Spanish or EnglUn, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index In front and the fees of justice
of the peace and constables printed
la foil on the Srst page. The pages
Combined Civil and Orlitlt.-- J .. 4.00
are 10
inches. These books are
Bade inn (n civtt and criminal dockets,
separate of V. pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pases civil and S20 cagm
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices

vim

Our cutter ineasures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-- r
He's an " Artist",, If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sirclothes that are correctly cut and handsomely
trimmed--you'- ll
be delighted with our tailoring.- - From the best Foreign and Domestic Looms
we have the choicest productions uSUITlNGS. OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We have manv exclusive
designs that are confined to us for this locality.

tail-ored-beautif- ully

Suus9$tSMUp9

Overcoats, $i8.00 Up,

Man

YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER?

IF WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT? US TO DO
IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE! COME AND SEE US.

SAW FRANCISCO STREET.

'
't .Air

-

